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Introduction

Designing Ydnr Family Plinning Education PrOgram is a gutde_tc
planning. It is written for people who are interested in-developing.
a plan to design a new education service or improve the quality of
an exist'ing.one. By applying the planning concepts and suggestions
contained in.thia guidebook, you will be able to identify what your.,
education program needs eb accomplish in order to'serve the interests
'of your clients and community well.' Use of these concepts will also
'help you plan a program that will overcome many of the problems which
have plagued health education programs.in the past,-such as lack of
trained staff, time, space and money.

The book is written in a practical "how to" fashion which guides
you through the planning proceds step by step: defining the problem,
setting the Objective, selecting a strategy, identifying resources,
developing an action plan, and designing the evaluation. As you will
learn, these steps in program planning form a continual process of
asking and reasking the following questions:

What do I have to consider to set up or improve a family
planning education program?

What steps do I need to take?

What will be accomplished?

How do I measure the accomplishments?.

What will the measurements tell me?

How can I use this information?

By learning which quastions to ask and how to get the.answers, you
will become equipped to solve daytoday problems confronting your
education program. You will also be able to develop longrange plans,
write a grant application for outside funding, and justify an education
budget increase to your agency director. In other words, planning is
not just theory put on paper-7ft has numerous and diverse applications
for solving the problems encountered by your agency.

Since the planning process tends to be orderly and analytical, we
have tried to make it come alive for you by illustrating how the con
cepts can be used to design a family panning education program. The
guidebook is organized into five chapters. The first chapter describes
the basic concepts of planning and evaluation which can be applied to
any agency, regardless of its size and composition. Each subsequent
chapter then presents practical suggestions on how to plan different
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parts of your agency program. Chapter 'II is dedicated to the client
education program. Chapter III discusses the planning considerations
for community education. Information on hOw to plan and evaluate an
in- service staff development program is presented in Chapter IV. The
fifth chapter describes ways you can plan to select and develop edu-
cational materials to support your program efforts. A sixth section
of the gdidebook.offers a br\ef summary of the major planning concepts
to remember.

Although the guidebook cannot deal with the various situations'
that are unique to every family planning program, it is specific enough
to provide you with a general framework for developing an eduCation
plan. If this guidebook makes your planning tasks easier, then it has
served its purpose.

2
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I. How to Plan and Evaluate Your Program

People often shudder when they hearl,the words "planning" and "eval
uation." Visions of esoteric concepts and even more incomprehensible
statistics immediately leap to.mind. Actually, planning_and evaluation
need not be complex. A practical, realistic approach makes the best
plan, and this is the kind of approach introduced in Chapter I.

This chapter will help you work through the planning process step
' bystep. COncepts and principles are presented along the, way which have
broad application for almost any planning situation in a family planning
service setting. In subsequent chapters, we will offer specific sugges
tions fox applying these-ideas to the needs of your agency.

Don't be discouraged if you don't grasp the concepts immediately.
Sometimes the logic of - planning seems to make no,sense at all when you
are busy trying to cope with the demands of daytoday agency life.
Once you've learned the steps'in planning, you will be able_t& design
problemsolving strategies to help your program meet the demands and
operate more effectively;

Step 1: Define the Problem

Planning. is your blueprint for action--it tells you where you
should be going. The first step of planning is to "know thy problem."
By becoming aware of the problems affecting,your program, and also
those that your program can tackle, you become able to do two impottant
things:

First,of all, you can tailor your plan to what needs to be
done.

Second, you can yistify your plan to those who might help
you put it into action.

*The planning steps were adapted in part from Hip Pocket Guide to Planning and Evaluation by Dorothy P.
Craig, Copyright ©1978. Published by Learning Concepts, Austin, Texas. Used with permission.
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.WHAT IS A PROBI.M?

There are many.definItions of what a problem is. This is the one
we think can help you develop your plan.

A problem ip . . .

a situation that you and others consider un
desirable, that affects someone or spmething, and ,
that will continue to 'exist if nothing is done

A problem is a situation that-. . .

you and others consider undesirable.

It may be something that has a bad consequence, such as
women having unplanned pregnancies.

It may be a situat on where things are just not as good
as you would like. For example, agency staffs. members who
are interested in mproving their skIlls,may'not have
access to staff deVelopment oppottunities.

affects someone or something.
. 4-

A problem isn'taprOblem unless it has an impact. It

could- affect your clients Tyourstaff,-,-youreducation
or'agency program.- It could also affect members'of
your community. As a pUnher, you have to know who
and what are affected by the problem.

N
a

will continue to-exist if nothing is done.

You are hot.going to want to spend the time, energy and
money to(deverop a plan for solving a problem unless you
are reasonably sure that it will not go away on itsoown.
Ask yourself,-"What will happen if nothing Is done?" .

Will the problem continue? Will it get worse? If so,
then your plan is justified.

4
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Your plan can solve many kinds of probleds; these mpy be in tile
community, the agency, or in-your own family planning educatipn program.
The problem may affect others, such as:

, Your agency-has a prOblem with clients not returning for their
scheduled` appointments.

The problem may affect your own education program, such as:

The local school board has banned all discussion about contra,
ception in public school classrooms, so your community
educators can no longer make presentations in the schools.

The problem may be caused by your own education program, such as:

The Spanish speaking" clients are'not able to give informed
consent-because all pf the materials are in English.and no
one on the staff speaks Spanish.

t to

The type of problem you define will determine the type of plan yon
develop. For example, a community'education prcgramhich is planned.
around combating teenage pregnancy will probably be quite different
trom an agency progtam planned around improving clients' knowledge about
contraception. It is up to you to identify which problems need to be
tackled by'your plan.

HOW DO'I IDENTIFY THE PROBLEM?

The _goal of your faMily planning education program_is to_meet_the
needs of your staff, clients, and community. Therefore, yoU must ask .

them what problems need to be solved, or at least alleviated; for your
program.to serve them well. Don't try to identify the problems on your
own; what y\..)u consider an undesirable situation may not be viewed the

same way by others.

When you ask others to help you identify problems, be sure to have
a frameworkprepared for making your request easy to understand. Use

intriguing questions to get everyone's thoughts on track, and employ
examples of the kinds of problems that might exist.

Here are some ways that you can involve others in identifying the
problems:



.

ta.

iLsicvotf to identify problems. Getting feedback from
persqnnel who have diffefat responsibilities gill give you 'several per-
spectives on what the problems are. Also,'by involving the staff,in
program planning, ybu can builda cooperative effort which will be
valuable when the time comes for the education plan to be approved and
carried out. You may find that some Ataff members would be willing1t6
be a part of ybur planning team; together the team can poll others to
identify problems.

.

,/
Ask your clients what problems.51:ould 'be tackled by,yourfamily

planning education program. You can spend alday, a week; or even a
month gathering information from your clients. The more feedback you
get,ithe better.

I Ask members of .the community. The impbrtant issues are more=
likely to become apparent if You eommuricatewith people representing
a variety of interests, such as: potential...clients, health and social.

service workers, community leaders, educators.

By the time-you have finished- communicating with all of these
pebple, you will' probably haile a long list of problems. You and-your.
planning team carorganize the list in order of priority:' which prob-
lems are Tost relevant to the goals bf your agency?- Whiet are so
crucial that they were cited over and o141.- by everyonet? Once the
problems are grouped like this, -it will be e;sier to determine which
_problem should be addiessed by your Oogram.

fts.

HOW-CAN I DOCUMENT
(

THE PROBLEM?

.
-...

4 .Numbers can tellyou a grgat.je about problems. You can find
,.

the numbers you need by lOoking at nformation collected by community
:ta-encies, including your own. There are several ways numbers canbe
used to document tote fact -that a peteeived problem actually exists: r

... 4

,

.Numbers can *monkrate the :existence and sie,or die, '
prob4. For example: In 1979,500 cases-of Vb,,..dere

reported to the local health department, whiefirwaS a 20%
increase over the previous year. (..

. .: = \ . .i0 Numbers can shOw'the cOns'ecluenceS-of.he problem. For\. ...
,. .

example: In 1979, 30% Of the births by teenage mothers ---'.-

were premature, whietCwas an increase of 10% over the
,

previous year.

. r

A

a
.
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o' Numbers can show how many people share the perception
of a sitpation as a Problem. For example: 'ght out

of ten agency staff members .aired "clients' misinformation
ebour contraceptive methods" as the major problem, to
addres'sed by the echtcation. program.

You can see from these examples that community and agency data can
rev al quite a Bit about a problem. Later chapters of this guidebook
wil offer some practical_suggestions on where to find the numbers you
need nd how o use them.

ROW DO I MAKE A,FORMAL STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM?

titter you have identified and documented the problem you want'your
, education program to address, It becomes time to 'state the 'problem in
formal terms. This consists of looking at the problem from your pro-
gram's viewpoint-. -. The formal statement reveals what your nucation
program is not_doingL to reduce or solve the problem.

011owing five basic elements 'should be contained in your
.fore statement:

WHEN: -Period of time that the ongoing problem has existed.

MERE: 'Geographic location or organization that the pro-
blem affects:

WAT: Nature of the problem.

WHO: Characteristics of the people affected by the
problem.

HOW MUCH: Size of the problem.

Here is an example of how a.fa'mily planning educator could write a
1 statement of a problem within the agency:

7



The agency staff and community representatives haveidenti:-
fled an increasing client dropout rate" as the major problem '

that your education progra4Lneeds to address. Agency data
have Ina -Cared that this problem is 'not going to go away
.on:its own: There has been a steady increase over the past
three years in the number of clients dropping out of the
family planning program. The agency data have shown further
that most of the dropouts are Spanish-speaking clients,.and
80% of the Spanish-speaking clients' drop (Alt of the program
within one year.. The educator has asked. the staff and re-
presentatives Of- the Spanish-speaking community to help_determine
why the education program is not addressing the dropout problem.
Their answer: the program educates all new clients"as a group--
there are no specific educational services for the Spanish-speaking
clients.

Therefore, the formal statement of the problem would be:

WHEN: For the past three years (dates)

WHERE: the family planning education program (name)

WHAT: has not addressed the increasing problem of

client dropouts, to the point where now (date),

'WHO: the Spanish-speaking clients' dropout rate is.

HOW MUCH: 80%.

, __....

8
-...-:,

step 2: Set the Objective

So yno have taken your first 'step: you have identig(ed a problem
and you know what your education program has not been doing to solve
it. The second step of the planning process is to state precisely
what your planned program will accomplish to reduce or eliminate the
problem. This is commonly called "setting the objective."

8



WHAT IS AN OBJECTIVE?

Your education prOgram, objective must be a specifics
statement of what you intend to accomplish by a certain time. It

contains the same elements that you in-eluded in your formal statement A,

of the problem. The fotmal statement of the problem defines the
situation of yOur education program in negative terms, whereas your
objective states.it in positive terms: With this in mind, here's our
definition:

An objective is .

a situation that IS considered desirable,
affects people or your program,*and will
exise in the future.

HOW DO I SET THE OBJECTIVE?

The program objective can be set by,translating the problem.state7-4
-went into.a positive declarative sentence, in which_you-state -preaseli
what. will be accomplished, when the end result-la expected, where the
accomplishments will_occurwhowill -benefit and in what way, and how
much needs to be achieved to reduce or eliminate the problem. Since

problems can rarely be eliminated completely, though, the "how much"
part ofthe objective statement is usually smaller than-the one con--.
tained in the problem statement. Therefore, the objective rarely
states that the program results will totally eradicate the problem.

best advice for determining "how muCh" is to BE REALISTIC aboilt
what your education-.*:rogram can and cannot do. This does t mean you
should hesitate to tackle big problems. Just make sure t at you and
your staff consider the objective attainable.

Here is an example illustrating the difference between problems
and objectives: the problem may be that 80% of the Spanish-speaking

clients drop out of the program within one year. A realistic objective
may be to reduce their dropout rate to 40%.

Using the alJove example, the statement of the objective could be
written as follows:

9
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Sample Objective'

WHEN: By January 1 of this year (i.e., one year
from now)

WHERE: our family planning education program

WHAT: will have services

WHO: for Spanistr'speaking clients

HOW MUCH: that will redude their dropout rate from
80% to 40%.

S.

You would not
w

know e,as much.if you had written the objective in th
folling incorrect way:

"Our objective is to reduce the dropout rate."-

First of all; what is the date when you expect the'objective to be
reached? Then too, what is the desired future state of the program?
Whose dropout rate is it? Who is the targeted group? Finally, haw
wquld you know when you have reached'the objective? There are too many
questions left gnansweted in this statement of .the objective.

HOW DO. I MEASURE THE OBJECT ?

When you write your program objective, it is essential that you
include a way to measure whether the objective has been achieved.' Be
specific in,what you propose to accomplish and who will be affected.
In addition, include numbers whenever possible.--For example:

don't sexy "clients"

don't sav "materials"

don't snr "recruit
more clients"

Wor

SAY "new clients who have never
practiced contraception."

\SAY "one filM on the pelvic
exam and 500 pamphlets on VD"

SAY "recruit 20% more new clients/
through community educatiOn tharithe
100 who were recruited this way .8,st

year."

10
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The "how much" part of your problem and objective can be difficult
to determine, especially since family planning education deals with how
people think and behave. Thereas no simple, precise method for measur-
ing human behavior outside of-an experimental laboratory. You can find
a way instead to hint indirectly at what you want to know. An indirect
measure is known as an "indicator." For example:

If you say "help new-elients
`become knowledgeable about

" their selected method"

THEN SAY "the indicator for
knowledge is: the number of
new clients who can state at
least'four basic facts about
their selected method at the
exit interview."

'If you say "f:e-Ch ail.clients THEN SAY "the indicator for
effective practice is: the

number of clients who did not
betome pregnant of for they had
selected a method." "

If you say "help all clients THEN SAY "theinditator for
feel satisfied with the agency clients' satisfaction is:
program" the number who, make return-

visits to the agency."

practice contraception
effectively"

We hope the message is clear: once you've defined the way(s) in
whic you will measure the outcome of- the objective, you must stick to -

it. It'scheating to decide later that sit was a bad measure if it
points to faildre, so be careful and precise.

,

10.

if Step 3: Select a Strategy

Now that you have defined the problem and set the objective, you
should settle down and figuresout how to solve the problem. Step 3 of
planning involves identifying, analyzing, and choosing the best general
strategy that will help you arrive at the o)jective.

11



WHAT IS A STRATEGY?

[A strategy is . . .

a series of activities that are carried out by
members of your education program to reach the
objective.

First, come up with as 'many ways as you can to 'solve or reduce the
problep. The more ideas you have, the sbettet your chances of selecting

strategy that will work.

IOW DO I DEVELOP STRATEGIES?!

The more people you involve, the better. One of the quickest,
easiest ways to generate ideas is to holda brainstorming, session with
staff members, where yoti ask them to think up, as many strategies as

-possible for reaching the objective. (Don't criticize arty ideas at thi6
point--it might inhibit creativity.) By the end of the brainstorming
session, you should have a sizeable list of options for-attacking the
problem and reaching your objective.

An example of an objective and a list of possible strategies are shown
as follows:

Sample Objective

One year from now, our program Will have family planning
education services for Spanish-speaking clients that
will reduce their dropout rate from 80% to 40%.

Sample Strategies

Have appropriate educatiodal materials available for Spanish-
speaking clients.

12



Instruct current staff members on how to meet the needs of the

target population.

Hire a Spanish-speaking educator to attend to the needs of
these clients.

Conduct a"community education program for the Spanish-
speaking population.

Establish a telephone "hotline" using-Spanish-speaking
volunteers-

1

HOW CAN I SELECT THE BEST-STRATEGY?

You now have A long list of strategies. It is often possible to
combine several ideas into one strategy, but in any case, youmust vrevl
each one from different, angles to see how workable it would be. Here is

an example of how you can analyze the favorable and unfavorable faTces

influencing a single strategy.

Strategy

_Hire a Spanish-speaking educator to delk-lop, conduct
t and evaluate a new education program.,

Favorable Forces
,;.,

Spanish-speaking clients may
be less likely to drop out
because of the special
attention.

Other educatora will have
more time to de'clIdate to

the other clients.

The educator can develop
materials for Spanish-
sspeaking clients. ,

The agency administrator, ,is

in favor of the program.

13
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UnfavorabTh Forces

The program does not meet
the needs of other clients
who have dropped out.

The Spanish-speaking educator
may have too many clients to
handle.

The budget loreducational
materials is limited.

The agency board is against
the program.



Looking at the forces that can help or prevent your strategies from
working, answer the following questions:.

Can the forces supporting the strategy be strengthened?

Can the unfavorable forces acting against the strategy be
reversed or disregarded?

Can your agency find new support ,to help carry out the
strategy?

L

After you have analyzed all of these factors, you will have a much
better idea of which strategies are the most feasible.

1

Step 4: Identify Resources

d

At this point, you will know where your education program needs to
go to solve or alleviate a probleM (Step 1); when you'll arrive and what
you will have accomplished (Step 2); and even what the best "means of
transportation" is (Step 3). Now you have to figure out where to get
the gas!. This step in planning is known as "resource identification."

WHATIRE RESOURCES?

When you plan and evaluate your education program, keep the follow-'
ing definition in mind:

Resources are . . .

both tangible and intangible things used by,
people for carrying out a strategy in order
to reach at objective.

14
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Here are some examples of the rypes of resources that are necessary
for family planning education programs:

Money--How much, money is needed to carry out your education
plan? Is there enough already in the budget? If not, can
money be reallocated to the program from other budget items,
or can it be acquired elsewhere?

PeopleHow many people are required to carry ,out your strategy?
Are they currently available? If not, can you find more people
elsewhere?

Facilities--How much and what kind of space is required
the program? Do you have the space? If not, can you. get it?

Materials--What kind of educational materials do you need to
reach the objective? Do you currently have enough of the
right type? 'If not, can you develop them aethe agency or
acquire them from somewhere else?

Equipment--What kinds of equipment do you need to conduct the
education program? Do they exist and are they available? If

not, can you acquire*or develop them?

Time--How much time\is required to develop and implement your
program strategy ?, Do you already have enough time allocated
to your program for conducting the planned activities? If

not, can you bake the time?

Knowledge--What kind of knowledge_is needed to reach the
objective? Do'the people who will be implementing the plan
already possess this knowledge? If not,, can they acquire
the'knowledge, or' can you find a knowledgeable person outstalp,

your program to help?
tu

Skills--What skills or practical abilities are necessary? 1?'
the people who will be involved in the program have the
necessary skills? If not, can they develop or acquire them
elsewhere?

HOW DO I IDENTIFY THE REQUIRED RESOURCES?

Look at your objective and Chosen strategy'to see what resources
are required. You and the other people involved in planning the educa-
tion program must find answers to the following interrelated qdestions:

What types of resources are required?

15
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o What resources do you already have?

e What resources do you need to acquire or develop?

You may discover that.yourprogram is',-able to acquire all of the
resources necessary to carry out the plan. If so, you are in fine
shape to go on to the next planning step. Some planners find at this
stage that the required resources are not available, however--it seems
as though they have reached a dead end. If this happens to you, it
doesn't mean that your planning should stop; it just means that you
must go back and re-assess the previous planning steps. By re-thinking
and adjusting the problem, objective, and strategy, you might bP able
to come up with the resources you need. Then you can move on to Step
5 of developing the education plan.

Step 5: Develop an Action Plan

Most people, not just planners, are already aware of the consider-
ations in this planning-step: who is going to do what, on what days,
and with what resources. More than any other step, developing an action
plan is a good test of whether you did-your homework during the previous'
steps.

WHAT IS AN ACTION PLAN?

This is the point where your plan becomes very real. It is time
to determine and assign tasks, develop schedules, and calculAte your
use of resources. The result is a plan of action you will use to
carry out the strategy. With this in mind, our formal definition of
such a plan is that:

An action plan is . . .

a summary of the tasks that must be done by certain
people, by specific deadlines, using a designated
amount of resources, in order to carry out the strategy.

4
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HOW DO I'IDFNTIFY THE TASKS?

Firs\ of all, gather your planning group to help outline the tasks
and to answer the following qUestions:

What must be done?

In what order should the tasks'occur?

When should the work be completed?

Here is an illustration of how an action plan can be developed from
a strategy:

Strategy

Hire a Spanish-speaking educator.to develop, conduct

and evaluate an education program for'Spanigh-speaking
clients. -

In looking at the sample strategy, four necessary tasks come to
mind right away. -First, the educator must be hired. Then, the educator
has_ to develop and conduct the program. Finally, the program must be
evaluated. Isolating these major tasks helps reveal other work that
must ne, for example: advertise the jOb opening, interview and
screen applicants, etc. Eventually, a-realistic list of tasks will be

developed for working toward the objective.'

After the tasks haVe been identified, you must decide:

which staff members-should be responsible for doing each task

when the work will begin

when it will be completed

what kinds and how many resources will be used.,

To make these decisions, first estimate how much time will be re-
quired to complete each task. Then determine the staff costs by multi-
plying the time for each task by each person's hourly wage. (If the

staff person has an annual salary, you can determine the hourly rate

17



by dividing the salary by 2,080 hours; for example, -$15,000 per year
divided by 2,080 hours = $7.2] per hour). The costs for other resources
required for each task should also be noted, such as: one film = S300.

k

1 Ludkily, there are ways that you can develop and summarize all of.
your action plan in one place, as shown by the table on the following
page. Here is a categorical breakdown of the table:

Column A: lists each task involved in carrying out the
strategy.

Column B: shows the, time when each person's task begins
and ends. You can deterdgne the specific dates
on this timetable by starting with the latest
date each task shouldbe completed. The start
up time Is derived by 'estimating the amount of
'time necessary to complete the task, allowing
,dome time for delay.

Column.Cr indicates the title of the assigned staff
person(s).

Column D: details or at least estimates the time and cost
spent for each person, plus any other tangible
resources required, and their costs.

Coluffin E: lists fhb total costs in-time and money for each
task, and also the grandtotals for the entire Ni

program. The grand totals tell you exactly how I
much time and money should be included in your )
budget.

t.

Summarizing your action plan in this kind of table is very useful
in figuring out what tasks must be done, and whether the tasks you've
outlined are realistic in terms of staff, time and resources. Moreover,"
the timetable-of tasks is useful as both a planning tool and a management

_

device for monitoring the program. By reading down the table, you can
determine which activities should be occurring during a particular'
time, who is responsible for each task, and what the end result will

Knowing the total costs planned for each task and for the entire
program.will help you justify hahng the staff time and costs included
in the education budget._ (This,(=-of course, is precisely the kind of
information the 'people holding /the purse strings wan& to 'know.) Your

action plan table will also beery useful when the time comes to
evaluate your program, which is the sixthed final step of planning.

18
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ACTION PLAN TABLE

... ; ...

STRATEGY: HIRE SPANISH - SPEAKING Ei".)UCATOR TO DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT AND EVALUATE CLIENTaPROGRAM
..-,; - - Sr ,-

A. TASKS
B. MONTHS .

C. WHO
.
D. liESOURCES

E. TOTAL1COSTS

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 TiMe goftex

1. Advertise job position

2. Screen applicants &
hire educator

3. Orient educator to
clinic procedures

4. Develop educational
materials for
Spanish - speaking
clients

5. Develop test of clients'
knowledge

6.. Conduct educational
sessions

7. Conduct client testing

2

8. Record dita.

9. Monitor program

16. EQuate program

Clerk
-,

Director

CliniC M.D.
Nurse
Director
Educator ".

'Educator

Educator
Consultant

dueator
%

.

Educator
,

Clerk

Education
Supervisor

Director
Supervisor
Educator

3 hrs. @ S3.50 per hr. ,,
newspgper ad @ Sk0.00

,
5 hrs. @ S12.00 pet hr.
telphone, private room

',4 hr. @ 530.00 pel hr.
1 hr. @ 58.00 per-hr. K
1,hr. qp4512.00 per hr.
2% hrs' la 58.00 per hr.

10 hrs. @ 58.00 per hr.
I film @ $300.00
500 brochures CO S50.09

12 hrs. @ 58.00 per hr.
8 hrs., no cost

'96 hrs. @ 58.00 per hr.
(3 hours per week)
waiting room
private room .

16 hfs. @ S8.00 Per hr..
500 questionnaires (0) $25

.8 hrs. @ S3.50 per hr.
I

4.5 hrs. @ i10.0C) perhi.

- 2 hrs, @ $12.00 per ht.
2 hrs. @ S10.00 per
10 hrs.. fig MOD per hr.

3 hours

5 hours

5 hours

10 hours

20 'hours
I,

'96' hou'rs

-

...
16 =hours'

X
, 8 how's

. 4.5 hours
r

.

14 hours

S '20.50
, .

S 60.00

S 55.00

S 430.00

S 96.00

$ 768.0k

S 153.00

t
S 28.00

/

.

.

.
.

4 S 45.00 .,

$ 124.00

......

GRAND TOTAL
. . .

-.-.....--
11111 11

. r 181.5 hours
.

S 1079.50

KEY: .separate activity.
...often-repeated actiteity

360

et.

.
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Step 6; Design the Program Ey aluation

At last you are at, the final step in planning an education program.
Actually, a lot of the work you have done in the previous planning steps
will help You complete this one. Step 6 requires you to develop ways
for evaluating (or meastrIng the success of) your program efforts. The
evaluation techniques we describe millThelp you improve your program
based,on,its past performance, and also help you judge how well your
plifi-is-Working. When yowknow how well the program is doing ana why,
you can then make the best use of resources and attack problems with
renewed vigor.

WHAT IS EVALUATION?

Evaluation means many different things to people, but here's a
definitiOn we think will help you:

Evaluation is . . .

a system that provides information for making judg-
ments and decisions about your actual results by
comparing them to either your planned or past results.

4This definition has several key terms that are worth examining:

Evaluation is ...

a system that provides information:

This means that evaluation is planned; it is not a random
activity or an isolated event. It should be continuous
and should consist of orderly and well-thought-out steps.

a a system for It........jiLAdiimakirti.

Valuation"oes not take place unless you can judge whether
thi progr6- efforts and results have been successful or
unsuccessful.

20



a system for making decisions.

Once you make a judgment, then you must Aecidc what to do
about the program. Do the result's show that your planned
efforts should continue, be modified, or dropped altogether?
Evaluation linked to decisions leads to action.

IS EVALUATION ALWAYS THE SANE PROCESS?

Actually, evaluation comes.in two forms, both of which you will
.use: monitoring and assessment.

Program Monitoring

This form of evaluation helps you answer: "How well are we doing?"
The monitoring process requires that you look at your actual ongoing
,performance versus the one you planned. The action plan table developea
in Step 5 is a useful standard with which to compare your actual Per-
formance. Frequent monitoring (through meetings, observation, written
_reports and record review) will help you make an early detection of the
existing Or potential problems that might impede progress. Changes or
adjustments can then be made in your tasks or resources before the prob-
lemsbeeome Major. ,

Program Assessment

The second form of evaluation is one you use to
...

sess the program's
accomplishMents. It tells you the answer to: "How we I have we done?"
and it takes place toward the end of the time limit set y your objective.

I. Assessment of the success of the program's efforts is.done by comparing
the actual results to some standard.

One of the easiest standards to use for comparison is to look at
what you planned. For example, comparing your actual program results
to your original objective will tell you how successful the program has
been.

Another useful standard is the-problem situation that existed before
you implemented, the plan. If the actual results of the education program
created a better situatioa than that which existed beforei then you have
Food reason to judge the program iluccessful. if you find the contrary,
well...at least you've identified a problem, so you can go back to Step
again!
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WHAT DOES EVALUATION MEASURE?

Your evaluation will measure two main aspects of the program: its--
effectiveness and its efficiency. You've probablyheard these terms
before; fuhing sources almost-always require that these two measures
be used in eva/uatiOn., As usual, there are many definitions of these
terms. ,Here are the ones we like:

Effectiveness is .

a measure of the extent to wKtch the actual use of re-
sources, carrying out tasks and strategies, and meeting
of the objective occurred as planned. -

Your evaluation swill always measure program effectiveness, because
this measure tells you how successful your program efforts have been
in reaching the objective. Yoman also compare the actual results to
your program's past efforts to determine whether the original problem
hat been solved or alleviated. For example, $ decree e in the number
of client dropouts might indicate improved family pining education
services.

A

Efficiency is . .

a measure of the cost of resources (in'time, money and

number of people) used to carry out the plan, in com-
parison to the actual results (or benefits).

This- Measure will help you judge whether the results were worth
the-time-r-money,-and'effort. by comparing" the actual costs and results

' to,thosewhich-Wery-planned. For example, if the costs of conducting
a separate education progrog for Spanish-speaking clients were the
same or liss than'you had planned, and the number of clients actually

`-_sery04 was Ihrivane_;dattror-1) then the program would be considered
eff4ient. If tWictual-copts were more than'planned, and the number
of clientsseived-was either the same or less, then it,would have bud
an inefficient program.

22
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Usually, you measure
,

program efficiency only if you have already
judged,your program to be effective. If your program was unsuccessful,
then it doesn't matter if it was efficient. For example,,if you planned
to decrease the client dropout rate from 80% to 40%, and the dropout
rate actually increased to 85%, ttyen it doesn't matter if the actual
program costs were dramatically 1 ss than planned;

IA following the previous planning steps carefully, you have already
developed ways to measure the results of your program (its effectiveness)
and ho much it cost to obtain these results (its efficiendy). You
can probably see now why we insisted that you state in your objective
preciSely how much you expect your program to accomplish. I writing
the objective, you have already developed measures and/or in icators
to evaluate the results of your plan.

HOW DO I OBTAIN INFORMATION FOR THE MEASURES?

Once you know what measures ydU will use to evaluate the program's
effectiveness arid efficiency; you must then ehink,abqut how to obtain
the information you need. For example, a measure of program efficiency
might be: "the number of staff hours spent conducting private education"
sessions ;" the data for the measure would be: "500 staff hours were
spent conducting 500'private'sessions." Answers to the following ques-
tions will help you get the necessary data:

What kind of information (data) do I need to measure
effectiveness and effiCiency?

What kinds of data are already available?

What data-will have.to be collected?

e How will the data be collected?

Use Available Data

Keep the data collection process as simple as possible. No one-

in your ageAcy--clients or staff--wants to fill out another form. So,

priority-number one is to use available data if you can.

As you well know, the clients already give you a lot of informa-
tion, most of which is contained in their client visit records. The
agency reports a good deal of this information, as well es financial
data, to your funding source eve.), month. These reports contain such
Useful data for measuring effectiveness and efficiency as:

23
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number of clients served
11.

types of services provided

specific characteristics of individuals (age, sex, socio-
economic class) for whom services were provided

expenditures

cost of providing services

agency income.

.. These reports should now include information on your education
service. According to the January 1, 1980 instruction manual for the

.BCHS Common Reporting Requirements (BCRR), your agency director must
report the number of staff and volunteer personnel working in agency
eduction/social services and community services and their number of
encoaters with clients (on-site) and potential clients '(off-site).
Lookfor.this information in your agency records. Other useful, .

rilavail. p e data can be found in your program's grant applications,

fine cial records,,and staff time sheets.

Collect'New Data

If you are not able to get all the information ylu need from exist -'

ihg data, make sure that the methods you'devise to collect new data are
simple and quick. Questionnaires and interviews don't-WeVe to be long
to, get the information you need. Staff monitoring of your agency and
community education sessions can be conducted once month or four ,times
a' year, rather than every session. Just make sure when developing an
evaluation plan that you describe precisely what data sources will be
used and haw you will collect the data.

/WHO COLLECTS AND ANALYZES THE,EVALUATION DATA?

You need to decide who will be responsible for -data collection and
evaluation. Here issome advice:

Assign one person for overall supervision and coordination
of the evaluation procedures.
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Involve the people who are already responsible for
collecting and filing the available data you will use.
Seek their advice and cooperation in helping you extract
and record the data you need.

Work directly with your agency director in developing a
system that will allow you to have access to the pertinent
financial, client, and staff data which are reported to

others (for example, BCHS, the board of directors, other
funding sources).

Keep in mind that it takes resources to develop and implement
your evaluation plan. Make sure that your action plan includes: the

schedule for evaluation; the persons assigned for each task; and the
amount and cost in time and money of the required resources. These
kinds of information will help you monitor your efforts and get the
costs included in the education budget items.

With the evaluation process worked out, your entire plan is now
complete. Just think how good you'll feel when your-plan is approved
and put into action, and you find that everything is running smoothly
on schedule, because you thought out everything in advance. It's worth
the effort, isn't it?
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II. Client Education
As the starting point of your family planning education program,

the agency should aim toward providing clients with accurate informa-
tion that is sensitive to individual needs. and appropriate to individual
levels of learning. To ihTorm is only the beginning-of client educa-
tion, though. Your program\hould help clients use the facts to develop
sound family planning practices and good reproductive health care. In
the end, this is what your agency's education-program is all about.

This chapter will discuss ways-in which you can plan, an education
program to promote clients' effective health practices. By following
the planning steps you will also be able to make the most out of the
resources you have, pnd to develop the additional resources you need
to do a better job.

Define the Problem

WHICH KIND OF PROGRAM IS BEST FOR MY AGENCY?

Your first step in designing a client education program is to de-
fine the problem. Look at-the current agency situation; you must under-
stand the present situation before you make plans to change it. What
kind of education does the agency proVide? Is it formal or informal?
Who is doing the educating? Are you using supplemental materials, and
are they appropriate?,Who are your clients? Is the agency reaching
the people it should? After you document what the education. program is
doing, you can assess whether it is meeting the overall needs of the
clients, staff, and agency, by finding answers to the following questions:

What problems are affecting your education program?

What needs are not being met?

What resources can be used?

Answering these questions will help you identify which kind of
education program to plan. We cannot antizipate what problems and
unmet needs should be addressed by your programthat's up to you. We
can, however, give you some advice on ways in which you can identify
the problems and needs.
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Review, your general program needs

When designing the agency education program, your plan should in-
clude strategies that will assure that the following basic needs will
be fulfilled:

A pleasant, "caring" agency atmosphere

How Would you feel if you walked into your agency for the
first time?, Is it pleasant and attractive, or cold and
*sterile? Do-the staff members treat you courteously or do
they growl? Are the staff members attenti'VeTor harried
and distracted?

A smooth-running flow of clients

Do the clients get through.the agency procedures witl-out
enduring long, empty waiting times? Are they rushed
through with little or no personal attention? Dv' your

staff members have enough time to do their work well,
or do they rush from task.to task, never quite giving
the concentration each chore requires? Is staff time
wasted because the client flow bogs down?

Competent, well-informed staff

Do your staff members know what they are doing? Are'they
competent, both personally and professionally?. How do
they treat your clientsrAre they well-informed about the
latest medical and contraceptive technology? Are all staff
members--from receptionist to physician--aware of ways in
which they can help educate clients about family planning?

Satisfied staff

Are the members of your staff happy with their jobs? Do
they feel Anvolved with the clients and care about serving
them? Or do they view clients as just bodies to be pushed
in and but of the agency ;as quickly as possible? Do your
staff members work well together, or do they go their own
ways?
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Satisfied clients
o

Do your clients return for their scheduled appointments
or are there a lot of "no-shows"? Do clients return to
the agency before their scheduled appointments because

they are having problems with their method? Do you have
a high dropout rate? Do follow-up telephone calls to
dropouts show that they stay away because they don't like
the agency? Do your .clients complain about the services
and staff?

Well-informed clients 1

Do your clients learn enoughabput the various methods of
contraception t' make an informed. choice ? / Or do they pretty
much know which method they want before they come to the
agency, and disregard other information Airesented to them?,
Do they ask many questions about theirAeihod after attending
the educational session? Does,yoiir program have a way to
judge whether the clients knoW enough'ahout their selected -
method before they walk out the door?' Do all of your
clients know at least one back-up method by the time they
leave? Do they know where to get emergency care when the
agency is closed?

Clients who practice famfly planningeffectiVely

Do your clients become pregnant only when they want to?
Or do-you find that many clients return to, the agency with
an unplanned pregnancy because of their ineffectiiie contra-
ceptive practices? Do many of your clients switch their
method of contraception frequently, or are they satisfied
with their present method? Does your program include
partner involvement?

These are general needs of everyfamily.pianning program, all of
which your education program can help to meet: ,p9 not base your plan
on maeigg only these needs, however; your program is unique. Remember
to consult others to find out what unmet needs and problems should be
addressed by your agency's education program.
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Ask our clients and review their records

Asking your clients directly or indirectly (via questionnaire or
suggestign box, for example) is a good way to identify what kind of
education program they need. Make sure you know before approaching
clients what iluespions you are going to ask. This will help organize
your thoughts, thUs saving the time and effort of everyone concerned.

Another valuable stay to identify their needs.is to look at the
client visit records to see.whom the agency is serving. If you know
the characteristics of-your clients, you can pinpoint many of their
educational needs.

The. age distribution is a characteristic of your clients that car
tell you a great deal. For instance, teenage clients, especially the
younger ones; usually need more detailed information about contracep
tion, reproduction, and venereal disease than do older women. As a
result, teens usually require morestaff time, and they may require
educational sessions and materials geared toward their age group.
Older women may be more interested in learning about topics whIch are
of little interest to teens, such as sterilii'ation, infertility, and
childspacing.

When you check the records for your clients' age distribution, be
sure to document their numbers. Documentation will help you justify and
evaluate'your plan, particularly if the program obj-ctive is addressed
to a specific age group of'clients.

The client visit records or the computerized summary will also
tell you the prOPortions of new and return clients currently being
served by the agency. This information is impottant for education
program'planning, because these two types of clients have different
educational needs. .

An education session for new clients of a federallyfunded Title
regency must emphasize the following topics: the valUe of family
planning in maintaining individual and family health;the use,,effec
tiveness, and possible sideeffects of all the contraceptive methods;
male and female reproductive anatomy and physiology; the procedures
and range of services, including infertility services when appropriate.
On the other hand, the federal guidelines recommend that education
servicis for return clients.include information on reproductive health
and disease prevention. Does your program have separate, ducation
sessions for new and return clients? If not, then a plan to do so is
warranted.
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. The records will also help you identify client- groups whoneed
special aftention, which in turn may reveal a need to plan for special
education sessions or a specially qualified educator. For example,
does your program have services for men? Do you have clients who have

'1/handicaps, such as being blind, deaf,paraiNed, or learning-disabled?
Do'you have many clients who are not fluent in English? If your ,edtrca-...
tion program is not currently meeting any of these needs,,then.a.plan
to do so is certainly justified. . 4 ',

. ,. .

Mother groupgroup of clients whq mayneed"dpecial attention lacom-.4 ...

'prised cf those whom the agency reCordsi have identified as "highf-riak"
clients. Agencies define "high-risk" clients in many ways, but two
typical identifiers are: first,, women at high risk of undergoing med- 1

icalComplications associated with either contraceptive use or piegnandY, 4.

and women whose babies. are at high risk of medical somplications,' such.. ,

as teens and women over age'35. -Such mow usually need special edu-
cational as well as medicalattenti9n. second, womensat high risk ef.
having an unplannc.: pregnancy; 'tlIgae might include: teenagers; women .

under ag'30.with five or more children, and women who have had repeated '.-
unplannal pregnancies. . d

, . .. . t
Many family.plAnning educators fet1 that thede clients should at

least'have the option of receiving specialeducational attention from ''
the agency.__Dbes your agency have Many high -risk clients? Arepthey
receiving the educationserviceq they,need?If not you-may want to '

draw up a plan for servirg them.
les- '

Ask your agency stf ,

, v ,
b i,o e:. . .

Every member of your "staff edge4es'clients in some

2

way. `The
_receptionist fields, many questibns over the phone and. at the desk; she
can identify problems and prograM needs for you. SoNcaq

.. ,

the nurses, aides, .practitioners, and physicians, InvOlve them iti'
prOblem fdentificatiori--ask -them what kind of education progrim should , .6

be planned. 1' i

/

'

4.,e0

Look at your current and available resources -

The resources that you have now and the ones you can develop or
obtain, reveal a lot about what kind of education programpou cad plan.
Ideally you would have a large education budget, plenty of public and
private space fbr conducting the sessions, and qualified, experienced
educators W-lo have enough time for ,carrying out edUcational activities.
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Back t6 re4lity!, If your 4gencY'doesd't have Unitmited-r4 esources,
the .itmitations may give'you.an idea of-sA yat ind of program you may or
may not_be abletd plan. Fox example, if there ia,no pr4vate space
,available for your program and'there seems to be no yay that privacy
can't,e created; then at least*:.y(p'll know not, to destsn,an education

,prograut that it,Icludesprivaie sessions --honatter how much privacy is
needed. There are,ways, however, that resources can'be deveyoped,'and

.' :7 ggod'rplannift--not maEiclans' tricks--can help. We'll give you some.
ideas later on in this chapter. .

"..

--1.

1 Write a Formal Statementof the Problem '

S

,

By the time kou'haVe'fonsulted with ethers, reviewed records, and
assessd_resources, you've probably uncovered a Tot of problems. Now
you and the planning team rIkst-decide which problem ydur educatio pro-
gram should tackle. Once this'ddcislon is made; write w4drthalsst e-

v ment which shows what the program has not been doing in the,past to
solve the problem. Writing thig.statement fortes you to pinpoint why
your prOkiam hai ngt bien,mtetinghe identified:needs. Recognizift.
the progratale-pat weaknesses helps you make plans for.improvement

- which leads to the next step in panning., p a g.

'11-

.
f

Set th'e% Objective

HOW DO sq THE PROGliAM OBJECTIVE?

..

To sett the client education program obj ctive, first determine how
yoar program is going to reduce the problem. Then, .decide how much
your program can realistically accomplish by a certain point in time.
Whenkrou writethe objective make sure'that the statement includes the
following information:
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WMENt The futuie point in time that the expected
'results, will be reached. ,

WHERE: e name of the Organization that will .PrOduce
the exults (i.e., lour program) and where
the accOmplishments will occur. ,

WHAT: The nature of the program activities.

. .

WHO: Whayspecific kind of client will be helped
by the program.

.

HOW MUCH:' An estimation of how much will be accomp-
lished, or the'size of the expected results.
Use numbers!ifyostbie, or define the in-
dicatorsvhen necessary.

Select a Strategy

HOW DO T SELECT THE BEST STRATEGY? 1

O

nie educational strategy you swill use to reach the program objec-
tive will depend largely.' on the identified needs of Your clients and

.1 on the amount of resources available. To help you dentify and selict
the approaches that will fit ypuown agency situation we will offer
a range of sample sdlutions. The actual procedures an techniques
will not be discuised in detail,' simply because the purpose 6f-this
guidebook is to help you plan an education program for cgents. How
to deliver educational services is covered in depth in fAmily'PlanninE
Services: A Guide for Client Education, November 1980,
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Client Educational .ches

Your education program can use three different approaches for instruc-
ting the clients on good family plcnning practices. In general, these
approaches are:

small or large group sessions

private sessions

client self-instruction.

There are many variations on these forms. You are'probably 'amiliar
with quite a few of these. You will be the best judge of what refine-
ments may be required by your agency situation. Some variations to
use are as follows:

Grotons
Lecture: .The educator presents specific information;
questions may or may not be asked. This approach is
appropriate when your only purpose is to info7:1.

Structured Discussion: The educator introduces specific
topics and structures a disco, 'on around them, adding
or correcting information why ecessary.

Open Discussion: Clients define Ch topics on which
they need information, support a- advice; the educator
is present to answer-questions.

Private Sessions

Educator - Directed: The educator instructs the client and
hi,s or her p-tner. The topics of instruction are
either defined by the educator or requested by the client.

Client-Directed: The-oil:en-tend/Or partner:define the
tcpics on t ey need instruction, support, and advice.
The-Cucaeor is present to answer questions and to support
clients Yin making decisions.

!Client Self- i7

Clients use educational materials from the agency to teach
themselves about family planning. This method may he used
along with other educational approaches to reinforce in-
formation received elsewhere.
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Look at -Clients rNeeds

Selecting an appropriate educational st gy depends first of all
on the needs of the clients. Some approaches are used primarily to
infer° and educate clients, others are used t provide'clients with
support to make decisions and resolve prOble Therefore, since the
needs of the clientis vary considerably, one smach might work well
for some:apd not for others. For example, o n group diseUssion works
well with clients for whom xi= cannot predic' their needs, such as re-
turn clients; this approach allows them to d cide which toeicsto dis-
cuss. On the other hand, open discussion wo ks less well in educating
new clients, if it's-used as the sole approa h; _the educator 'doesn't

direct the'diseussion, so there is no way to ensure'that new clients
will receive complete information.

.

You may find. that only one.lucational approach nee e to be included
in your plan. Or you may have identified several differ nt client needs
that can be met only by using a combination of educatio i approaches.

Look at Available Resources

Whether your objective is to use one or more approac es also de-
pends s mewhat on ht extensive your resources are. Answ ring the fol-
lowing uestions abqut resources will help you decide-whi h approaches
are ,fe ible.

Row _much time can be allocated for educational activiOgs?
The approaches require varying lengths of time. The iec-
ture,lor example, requires 15 to 30 minutes, whereas the
structured discussion usually reqeires 30 to 60 minute of
session time.

o What arethe client scheduling procedures? The group
sessions require a scheduling system that ensures that
there are enough people in the agency at the same time
to form a group. The other approaches can be adapted tt
any scheduling system.

Wha4-, !ace is available for educational activities? The mount
of space required for group sessions depends on the sine\of the
group, which in turn depends on the size of your client 1pad.
The other approaches require private space away from the Boise
and distraction of the agency activities.
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How Many educators are available? Group sessions require
at least-one educator. The number of staff required for
conducting private sessions will depend on your estimation
of how many clients need the service. If the client self-
instruction approach is used,.preferably there would be a
staff member available to answer questions and, if.necessary,
operate equipmeAt.

What are the current staff skills? The staff skills vary
according to the approach used. All approaches require
the educator to have good communication skills and knowledge
of the topics. In addition, some require an ability to lead
groups, others require counseling skills.

How much money and what kindsOf materials are available?
All approaches require-the cost of staff time to'be included
in the budget. The client self-instruction and the educator- 4
directed approaches require educational materials. The qual-
ity of the other approaches is greatly enhanced if.materials
amused.

In order to help you select the most appropriate educational strat-
egy for your clinic program, all of the basic requirements for each
approach are summarized in the table, on the following page.

Identify Resources

HOW CAN I DEVELOP MY PROGRAM'S RESOURCES?

There is nothing more frustrating than identifying an educational
approach that will best suit your clients, and then realizing that you
do not have some of the resources required to implement it. Fortunately,
there are ways to stretch your existing resources. Also, through carefu
planning you can develop or acquire, some of the resources you need.
Maybe a few of the following suggestions will help:
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AGENCY EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES AND REQUIRED RESOURCES

Education/1
Approach, Clients

Time
and

Scheduling Space

Staff
'/

Funds
and

MaterialsNumber Competencies

GROUP SESSIONS

Lactate:
Purpose is to inform

Strsetssid Diseassior,
Purpose is to inform
and educate

Oise* Discavaloe:
Purpose is to lend
support and advice

With same
info.^national
needs

Same as
above

Any, as long
`as not only
approach ford
new clients i

15-30 min.

Any
scheduling

30-60 An.
Bloc/ oil=
scheduling

I

'15-60 rain.
Block-time
scheduling

4 to 50
clients

4 to 20
clients

..
4 to 20
clients

1

1

1

iCnowledgi of
topics; good
communication
skills

Same as above,
plus able to
lead groups-

Same as above,
plug counseling
skills

Cost of staff time.
Materials optional
but desirable.

Cost of staff time.
Materials optional.ik

Cost of staff time.

.

PRIVATE SESSIONS

Eslaestoo-Direeled
Purpose is to inform
and educate

Clieltireeted
Purpose is to lend
support for
decision-Taking

-

With special
educational
needs

Any with'
problems or
needs
requiring
individual
attention

5-60 min.

Any
scheduling

15-60 min.

Any
scheduling

.

Private
space

Private
space '

Depends on ;
number of !
clients who
need a
sc;s3lbn

Same as
above

Same as fr.,:
lecturer

Knowledge of
topics plus
..nunseling
skills

.

Cost for staff time.
Cost for educational
materials.

Cost for staff time.

CLIENT
SELF-INSTRUCTION
Purpose is to reinforce
information received
from other approaches

Any 15-30 min.

Any
scheduling

Depends on
number of
clients
interested

1 is
preferable

Ability to refer
if answer is
unknown
,

Cost of ,materials,
including materials
for handicapped
and non-English
speaking people.
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All of the client education approaches require at least one staff
person, but this does not necessarily mean one "body". Your "educator"
could actually be, for example, a composite of some of the nurse's time,
the receptionist's time and the aide's time. So think about re-ass:.gning
several staff members to assume some of the educational duties. We are
not saying that this will be easy to do, since whatever time a person
spends in educational' duties is time taken away from other duties. As
long as your agency director and staff support your program objectives,
thongh, it can be done.

If you decide to re-assign staff duties,do heed these two impor-
tant reminders: first, make sure that the staff's time-and costs are
included in your action plan. This way you can ensure that these
figures will be reflected as specific items in the education budget.
Also, by keeping track of their time, the new educators will know how
their various tasks really stack up. Second, make sure that your "part-
time educators" have the necessary skills for educating the clients; if
not, they can develop the skills through in-service training. (Ways, to
develop a training program are des,cibed in Chapter IV of this guidebook.)

Another way to stretch your staff time for education is to use un-
paid personnel (volunteers). For example, college students may be will-
ing to work without pay so that they can acquire skills and experience
to use later in the job market. If you use unpaid staff, make sure that
their time is scheduled, and that they are given training.

Time and Scheduling

The type of educational approach(es) you select will determine how
much time and what kind of scheduling are needed. Also, each client's
needs will influence the length of time spent in educational activities,
so allocating education time can be very tricky. Time is difficult to
str-,tchand scheduling is hard to change. There are, however, a few
thing'S'you can try if time and scheduling are your biggest resource
problems, such as:

Have a session or special hours reserved only for new clients,
or only for clients with special needs. This way you can avoid
having tco many new and return clients coming to the agency at
the same time. You will also be able to orient each education
session solely toward meeting the special needs of the clients.
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41 Schedule the education session on a day or time separate
froM the medical activities. Some programs have done this
successfully. Would it work in your agency? .

If you want to conduct group education sessions, and have
a staggered-time schedule with a situation such as three
clients coming in every 15 minutes, see if you can modify
the schedule by having 10 to 20 clients come to the agency
every hour. This way you will have enough people to form
a group.

Space Required

Another resource that many education programs lack is space. There
are three ways you can develop this resource: re-design existing space;
look for additional space; or re-schedule sessions to allow for sufficient
space.

Start with awery complete examination of all. possible space in
your agency. Be imaginative, look for unused space,'and look for ways
to use your space moat effectively. For example, one agency "created
space" in their waiting-room for group sessions by placing two folding
screens down the middle of- the room: one side was designated for
people to wait, the other for the group session. The screens did not
diminish the noise, but at leant they created a psychological buffer
and sense of privacy.

Local merchants can often be persuaded to donate furniture, rugs
and the other extra touches needed. Remember that people are often
Mora willing to give something tangible--so don't always ask for money,
ask for chairs!

Materials Required

-The.final resource which you might find limited is money for devel-
oping edudational materials. Ideas for developing materials at little
or no cost are suggested in Chapter V. You can track down free litera7
ture_that meets your needs; for example, the Federal government and drug
companies are. good sources for free printed materials. You can also
share-materials and equipment (such as,films and projectors) with other
community agencies. Sharing materials is a practical alternative to
owning them, Rspecially if your agency is open only a few hours a day,
or once a week.
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Some people may label all of this "scrounging," but others call it
being innovative. Whatever you label it, do not allow lack of funds to .

stop you from delivering educational services.

Develop an Action Plan

WHAT MUST BE DONE TO CARRY OUT THE PLAN?

Once you have determined what must be done to meet the identified
needs of the education program, you should plan the following: what
specific tasks will be performed, who needs to be involved, when the
tasks will occur and what spezif'a resources will be needed. We refer
to this as an action plan because it describes precisely how the program
strategy will be carried out. This plan is also very useful for moni-
toring program progress and it has coat information you will need for
the budget. --

Chapter contains an example of how an agency education plan could
be summariii-dIn one table. Throughout this guidebook, different ways
to develop action plan tables will be illustrated. For now, the task
planning sheet on the following page is one example of how to summarize
your,actfbn plan.

Design the PTgrant Evaluation

HOW DO I 'EVALUATE MY AGENCY'S EDUCATION PROGRAM?

Your evaluation of the education program will measure both the
program's effectiveness in meeting the objective as planned, and its
efficiency'in using resources to get 'the actual results. In other words,
have you achieved what you said you would? And werthe results worth
the cost? In orderto help you make a program evaluation plan, we will
give you a few ideas about what measures you can use to judge the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of your agency program.
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TASKPLANNING

Need Solution

. .

SHEET

,

.

large enough for group discussion .

and include private space
communication.

Space Create area
and film viewing;

- for one-to-one

Task Why
.

.

Who

1. Evaluate all
space at agency
location r--

Determine unused
places and ways to
use spice differ
ently

Jan 10 Self 2 Hours

.

2. Elicit sug- Input will add Jan 11-13 Self and 2 Hours
gestions from -insight Staff
fellow staff
members

. Members

3. Review find-
ings with agency
director

Gain support Jan 14 Self and
Management

1 Hour

.

4. Design space

plan

Overall view to .

allow for neces-
sarychanges

Jan 15

.

telT 2 Hours

5. Obtain,pos7 Create the educe- Jin 16-30 In-house 6 Hours
ters, pamphlets,
and materials

tion environment , anarCom-
munity

and $100

as approved by
staff review &
budget

.

0. -'

!

Resources

6. Obtain appro- Create a func- Jan 16-30 In-house 4 Hours
priate accessor-

ies: pillows,
chairs, lights

tional and com-

fortable environ-
meat

and 875

.

7. Arrange Achieve objective Jan 31 Self and 4 Lis
space of Sea largez. Strong

enough for groups
with identified
private space for
one-to-one sessions

,

Helpers
.

Total 21 Hours

$175
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Effectiveness

Your agency education program primarily aims to promote clients'
knowledge about the various contraceptive methods to help them practice
affective family planning. One indicator you can use to judge whether
your program was successful. along these lines is: clients' grasp of
the facts about their selected method and at least one back-up method.

Each client's knowledge could be assessed at the time of her post-
exam "exit" interview. Usually the nurse talks to each client about
when and how the selected method should be used. What you might do is
devise a simple form for the nurse ro record the following:

Whether or not the client knows the facts about her method;

Whether, the client is a new or a return client;

What method she selected; and

The type of education session attended by the client,

Here is an example of this kind of form:

.
EXIT INTERVIEW SHEET

'Date: f..122 Mg'''.

III:ntf

MIUDI=E MINI
.

11.111

Needs Additional Education on Method? Type of

:: ::A:!dDia hraMI 1,Mill e4ivain - '65

!MUM
7464/1.{ MEI 1111111111111 41gCt""4

lia,
111111111

11110111M11
00E1
D
,,,,, ,N
...4.4.- :

71.4r
.

A form such as,this can be used to monitor the)tkeeducation sessions
and evaluate their effectiveness. For example, a cold of the number
of clients who-require more instruction after they have attended 1,$a par-
ticular type of edgcation sessiorf shows whether that type of session is
effective as an educational techniql.le. At the same time, a record of
the methods on which the clients :teed further instruction can indicate
to the edpcators which method:5 need to 13e discussed more thoroughly.
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An indicator you could use judge a client's success in prac
r, ticing codtraceptiou is her pregna cy history after selecting a method,

i.e.,tplanned versui, unplanned preg ancies. Reviewing the client visit
records to note pregnancy historywi give you this information.

Efficiency

One commonly used measure of education rogram efficiency is the
numbefClients receiving educational sere es per educator. For ex
ample, if during one year 500 clients haVe rec ived educational services
from 5 staff members, them-the measurement of t e program's efficiency
would be that each educator provided education t 100 clients. Another
way you could measure this is:

The number of clients educated per:

Clinic session (such as 25 clients per session);

Hour of educator's time (5 clients per staff hour);

Education program costs (it costs $5 to educate); and 4--

Number of total clients served (1 client out of 2 receives

education services).

Needless to kly, there are many ways to measure efficiency. Look
at your results in numbers (such as the number of clients served) and
then compare.them to the costs (in time,.or money, or staff members).

Data Collection

Make sure that you have a way to record by type of visit how many
clients receive education services. If the services are broken down
by type (such as private session, rap group, or lecture), so much the
better. You may alreddy have a record stern that contains this in
formation. If not, count noses" at eve* group session and record
the nuAer and date of tbe session. The same thing holds true for
private sessions. This information can be used to measure both effec
tiveness and efficiency. . An example of a form that can be used is
given in Chapter III on page 63.

Do your staff members keep time, sheets that show how much time they
spend in each agency activity? If not, devise one for all the people
who have education program responsibilities. An example,of a time sheet
is also found in the next chapter on page 62.
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Your education budget rill give you the information.needed to compare
the planned and actual program costs. By the time your well-thought-out
plan is implemented, you should have your own budget. Think of.thit whgn
you arqoing through the planning steps--it will help.

NOTES
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III. Community. Education

The community relies on your family planning educators for
their expertise. In turn, you rely on the community to use your
agency's services and to support your program's objectives.
Your agency and community can help each other, as long as youtN\
program is planned to meet the community's needs.

'Family planning educators are usually responsible for designin
their own community programs to reach two general goals:

Create strong community support of the family planning

program.

Recruit people who need and want family planning services
into the program.

Community education can reach these general goals in many ways.
It can also go far beyond providing the public with the facts about.
family planning and recruiting clients. Ideally, a community educa -'

Lion program should also help people understand their own sexuality
and promote good reproductive health care. Good planning can help

your program reach these goals.

Define the Problem

WHAT KIND OF PROGRAM SHOULD I PLAN?

.

Before you can decide which type of program is most appropriate
for your community, you must define the problem. Are the problems
that you and others identify whit they'seem to be, or do they mask
something else?

Often what we label as problems are really the fear and unfa-
miliarity expressed by community members--states of mind that can
be changed through good community education. For example, lack of

knowledge about the services your program offers can prevent the
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community from supporting your efforts:
.

Parents often fear that
others are usurpiag the rksponsibility for their children's sexuality
education. Such inaccurate perceptions-can be dispelled by your
community program,

.

ITLI2LLITEr11011

Community members can provide answers to the following questions
to help you identify the problems that should'be addressed by your
plan:

What problems or barriers prevent family planning educa-
tion from reaching community'audienees?

What problems prevent the audiences from accepting or
seeking family planning services?

What are thecauses of the problems?

How can your community eduCation program be planned to
reduce or avoid the problems?

r''

1 IFPeople representing-various groups and, interests in your com-
munity can offer ibroad view of where the community stands with
regard to family planning. This view includes information about
the residents' knowledge, attitudes and practices. You will also
be able to collect different perceptions about the'barriers or prob-
lems that prevent residents from adopting and-practicing family
planning techniques. The active participation of the community
-in planning your program can also help to foster the atmosphere
of acceptance -and support so neceabery for implementing your plan
successfully.

The following is a list of people you might consider asking
for .

school board-members, administrators and teachers

clergy and other religious workers

comm unity. leaders (in government, business, and-
social policy)

workers' from welfare departments, drug and rehabilitation
programs, crisis centers and mental health centers'

health workers from hospitals, health centers,
family planning programs
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worker" from youth-serving agencies

parents

representativesof the people who need the
agency's serlices

tepresentatOes from the medic..

There are many ways to involve community memters inAthe planning
, mcess. Here are some suggestions

Conduct a survey of'people representing your community
' by telephone or by questionnaire.<'Make sure before

you conduct a telephone purvey that you'deyelop a list
of questions and a way to xecord everyone's answers.
This way you ca compare the answers directly to note
which problems 46d suggestions were cited the, most often.

Als Aevelop.a way to identify the type of respondent,
such 7s: white female 10th- grader; middle-aged-black '

mel TA president. By knowing.who cited what problem;
you will be able to determine whether or not different
segments of the, population perceive the same problems. se

Meet with community repreaentatives.indi*dually. Although
this'approach.is timerconsuming, it has the advantage of
being more personal, .so people will probably be-more will- .

ing to share their ideas. this way. Make.sure that you deter-
s mine which questions to ask,.and that you develop the means

to record responeS and identify thereapondents before
you begin interviewing.- 4!,

.: .

. -

Invite pedple who represent vprious segments of your commu-
*hity to'n meeting. Or you can.place a notice in the news-
paper inviting all interested people'to attend a meeting.
Have dveryofte write and sUbillit'a list of problemla before .

the:ditCussion begins. Make sure that,someone takes care-
fulnotes during the_meeting so that yoi.011 haye a record
of what .problems were mentioned. ,

.
.

. .-

kabliall a community advisory board with specific activi;
, ties assigned to them. Don't forget tp include men and womlp,

teenagers. and members of. the racial /ethnic groups in your

community. The grOup might review films and materials dis-
tributed by your agency, representyou at various community

, meetings, and act as adyocates for your program.



Place posters around town or put a notice in the news-
paper asking that citizens call or wriue the agency to
make suggestions about what problems should be addressed
by your family planning education program. You might get
a few crank calls and letters, but you might also find that
some pt olems exist that you had not suspected.

Look at Community Data to Identify and Document Program Needs

Reviewing community data can help you define and document the
number of people wno are affected by thz problems you have identified.
These data will also show you the number and characteristics of
people who should be reached through your community education efforts.
The people who need your services are commonly referred to as the
"target population." Do you knew who comprises your target population,
and how many people belong-to this group?

Family planning programs define their target population in vari-
ous ways. For example, the earliest federally-funded p- .orams focused
primarily on recruiting and serving low-income women W- were in
need of family planning services. Later, the target population came
to include sexually-active teenage girls as well. Recently some
agencies have expanded the targeted group to include teenage bo's
and men.

It doesn't matter who your target population is, providing that
you can justify the group's ne "d for your services and That you know
how many people in this group might be affected by your program.
This information will help you plan your community education efforts
to serve those who need it the most. Then, when it es time to
evaluate the results of the program's efforts, one measure you can
use to juage the program's success is to compare the number of people
you actually served to the number you planned to serve.

You can uncover some of the problems shared by members of your
target population by looking at community data. Try using the data
to answer some of the following questions:

How many women in your target group experienced either
a birth or a fetal death this year (or the year when
the latest data are available)?

How do roe number of births and fetal deaths compare
plevious years? Are they on the increase or decrease'?

is Are cert,,-in members of the target group more affected
by the problem than others? Young versus older teen?
Blacks versus whites?
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How many of your community's teens drop out of school
because of unplanned pregnancy?

How many members of your target group have either died
(maternal mortality) or suffered illness (maternal mor
bidity) as a result of pregnancy? What are the
mortality and morbidity rates for infants born to these
mothers? Are the maternal and infant deaths and mor
bidity on the increase or decrease?

What is the incidence of venereal disease in your
community? Who is affected?

Docutenting this information will ensure that you have identi
fied how your target population is affected by the problem. This

factual approach will also help you get the money and community
support for implementing your plan to address the problem. Parents,
legislators, funding sources, and community leaders canbe persuaded
by statistics, so use them.

How on earth can you get the numbers? Here are some good com
munity data sources:

The Vital Statistics Reports issued (usually every one or
two years) by all state and county health departments are
an excellent source of information about your community.
These reports include data on:

population estimates of all counties and major
cities in the state. The estimtes are usually
presented by race and sex, and sometimes by age.
By identifying the size and composition of your
community's population and comparing it to the
size and composition of your clientele, you can
determine how well your agency services are
reaching the community.

the number of births (in and out of wedlock),
maternal and infant mortality, maternal and
infant morbidity, and number of fetal deaths
are given in these reports. Usually the data
are presented according to the age and race of
the mother.

The Center for Disease Control (CDC), Atlanta, Georgia,
puiAlishes statistics on abortion, sterilization and hys
terectomy in its annual surveillance reports. The data
are presented for each state, and sometimes for communi
ties as well. These data include:
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the number arl characteristics of persons obtaining
the procedures

the mortality and morbidity figures.

The recordkeeping section of local hospitals, and health
departments may be able to give you information such as:

maternal and infant mortality and morbidity rates

the incidence of patients admitted with compli
cations resulting from use of a contraceptive method

the number of births, including premature births,
by age of mother

the number of sterilizations and infertility tests
conducted.

School boards or individual public and private schools may
have records of information such as:

the number of students dropping out of school
for pregnancyrelated reasons

the number of pregnant students'remaining in school

the number of students taking sex education courses
("Family Life/Health Education" or the like).

Welfare departments have records on community residents who
require financial assistance; since one of the major target
groups of family planning programs is lowincome women, it
would be useful for you to know what size this population
is. You should collect data such as:

the number of women and the number of their
dependents receiving welfare assistance (AFDC,
Food Stamps, general assistance payments, Medicaid)

the characteristics of female,welfare recipients,
such os age, race, and socioeconomic status.
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Colleges and universities often
munity demographic and health

4%-Y

Newspaper articles often report

Look at Available Resources

collect and analyze com-
tajor research projects.

community health statistics.

Assessing resources at the outset of planning your program
can help identify what program strategies. may be the most feasible.
For'example,,fs there at least one staff member who can serve as the
community educator, or will you have to hire someone? Do you have
an efficient' system for handling telephone inquiries? Is there
space available for holding a community meeting?

As the ansyers to all these questions emerge,,you will become
able to document the problems and needs, analyze your resources, write
a formal statement of the problem, and lay the groundwork for your
community contacts. Then you will be able to decide what program
objectives can really meet the needs of, your community.

Set the Objective

HOW IS THE PROGRAM OBJECTIVE SET?

1th
*This objective is a written contract stating what the program is

going to do to solve the problem. To make this contract work you
must answer "yes" to the following questions:

Will the program's accomplishments help to meet the
identified needs of the community?

Will the program objective be supported by the
community? By your agency director?'

Does the program haVe the resources required to
reach the objective?

Are you st-e the program can accomplish es much as
you stated in the objective?
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Have you written a well-defined objective that in-
cludes the elements of when, where, what, who, and
how much?

A word of cautiondon't include any. srandiose statements in
your objective about your program's future impact on community prob-
lems, such as "Our program will reduce the teen pregnancy rate."
Remember that the causes and the cures of community health problems
involve many factors. Your program may contribute to reducing a
problem but it is not going to solve the problem on its own. Further-
more, even if the problem situation changes, you would have no way to
measure whether the change was due to your program's efforts alone.
Keep your objectives simple, realistici.and measurable!

Select a Strategy

WHAT ARE SOME COMMUNITY EDUCATION STRATEGIES?

You can design yout program to furnish any or all of the follow-
ing services to the community:

Supply information

provide public speakers

maintain an efficient system for handling
telephone inquiries

provide information to the media

. distribute printed information

maintain a family planning library for public use

Provide educational services

4, supply educators for community groups

* offer training in family planning education to
community professionals
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assist the community in developing a curriculum
in family life and human sexuality for schools

Furnish outreach

provide referral and follow-'up

recruit people in need of family planning services.

There are many strategies that can be used to provide these com-
munity education services. You can get some good ideas by referring
to the bulletins issued by the National Glearinghouoe for Family
Planning Information, P.O. Box 2225, Rockville, Md. 20852. Here are

a few suggestions that have proved successful for other programs:

Programs .for Teens

Train teenagers to be family planning educators and
sources of referral for their peers. "Solicit sup
port from the schools to choose the participants and
to promote acceptance of the peer 4ogram at school.

* Develop a "family 'life theater" program for teens
where teenagers convey information about parent
child-relationships, love, sex, and drug ,use through
.a series of improvisational skits.

Organize community advisory committees of adolescents,
parents and adults to plan, develop, and coordinate
activities for bringing 'teens, and adults together..

Bringing teens and adults together should foster a
better understanding of each other's problems and
concerns and improve communication. Recreational

activities, for example, are a good way to cloffe
the age gap,

a Give high school journalists, background material for
articles about adolescent sexuality, pregnancy and
parenthood.
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Programs for Parents

Offer sexuality education programs for parents
of teens, preteens, and young children.

Train community members to conduct sex edication
programs for parents.

Distribute literature to parent groups.

Provide speakers and educators to PTA programs.

Community Programs

Using various media, advertise your services with
the message that something can and should be done
to reduce the number of unplanned pregnancies.

Provide educators for nonschool settings suchas
deteption homes, YWCA and YMCA groups, and other

youth groups. Focus on developing' decision
making and communication skills.

Establisb and operate a-hotline in cooperation
with one or more service agencies.

Sponsor,a "community health conference" with a
wide spectrum of participants.

,Set up health displays at community sponsored fairs.

o Sponsor a media fair for professionals and other
community members. Show films and display materials.
Conduct workshops based on, participants' needs.

Distribute a-newsletter to the community. Include
information such as: an introduction to your staff,
and the schedule for upcoming community education
programs, and an update on the latest. research on

fertility management.

Offer to be "he source of technical information on

reproduction, human sexuality, and family planning
for school health teachers, nurses and residents
at community hospitals.
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Identify Resources

HOW CAN I DEVELOP RESOURCES?

Many of the strategies you devise will depend on the agency
'joining with other groups who share common concerns and who are
willing to work cooperatively with you.

Form Linkages with Other Groups

You can stretch the resources of your agency, increase services,
and avoid a duplication of effort by linking with community organiza-
tions. For example, link-witfl:

A local church, to co-sponsor a series of discussions for
parents and teenagers.

The Jouior Service League, eb co-sponsor a thrift
shop as a fund raising activity for your program.

Community colleges, to establish a once-a-week clinic,
where you use your time and their space.

A local libre-.y, to display educational materials and
co-sponsor an evening seminar.

Linkages can be formed with a wide variety of groups; it is
amazing how many Interests can be shared when your resources are
limited. Look to the following in addition to the'examples shown
above: schools, PTA's, recreational groups, volunteer organizations,
social service agencies, health agencies, and private businesses,

Create Networks

Another way to stretch resources and expand your community
education efforts is "networking," where public acd private agencies
come together to solve all aspects of a mutually identified pro-
blem. The problem usually affects a wide spectrum of the community
and requires a variety of participants to share the responsibilities
for solving it. For example, teenage pregnancy may be a concern of
your entire community. One of the best ways to address this problem
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might be to work together with several community health and youth
service agencies. Each agency could develop a community-wide strategy,
supplying the services for which it is best suited. A coordinated
effort such as this is much more likely to put a real dent in the
problem than if each agency worked on it alone, because the parti-
cipants can tackle the problem from many different directions.

Through networking you can demonstrate your program's commitment
to solving community health problems. In addition, you involve
others (at'no cost!) in helping to proMote effective family planning
practices in the community.

Stretch Your Staff Capabilities

education programs often raise a hue and cry for more staff,
especially when a new program is being planned. One way that many
programs have successfully overcome their staff shortages is to use
"unpaid .staff"--otherwise known as volunteers. Some of the commu-
nity members who helped you identify the problem may be walling to
devote some of their time to your program. Community agencies-might
be sources of unpaid staff; this is the kind of assistance that makes
linkages and networks. Many family planning agencies have increased
the number of their staff educatoriby offering internships to college
students. The students get the work experience and sometimes academic
'credit, while the agency gets their valuable assistance.

If you decide to use unpaid staff to help conduct community

education activities, make sure they receive the same kind of orien-
tation and training that you offer the paid staff, Ill fact, the

only difference between your paid and unpaid staff should be the
paycheck.

Use the Media

Another way td,extenct your p'rogram's family planning message is
to let the media do the work for you. First of all, contact local
television and radio stations to make a Public Service Announcement
(PSA) about your agency services, 'eeluding any community education
activities that are scheduled. PSA's t,_ach a large percent of the
population that you may be unable to reach otherwise. A good source
of information on how to produce and use PSA's is the National-Clear-
inghouse for Flmily Planning Information.

Consider writing newspaper articles or getting a journalist
intcreFted enough An your program to do some writing for you, or
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use an articulate spokesperson to present your message on a local
television or, radio talk show. If you've identified a serious com-
munity prbblem which will be addressed by the education program,
there is already enough reason for. an agency representative to be
invited as a guest.

If you or other agency staff members. lack the skills necessary
for using the media effectively, turn to members of the community:,
who might be able to help you. Are there other community agencie6
who have used' the media successfully in ithe past? If so, ask them
how they did it.

Make the Best of Staff Time

If yqv have limited staff time allocated to community?education
efforts., make the best use of the available time by working directly
with a few people who can pass your message on to many others. For
example, offer family planning education training to professionals
rather than trying tor-each the people they serve. This approach
would find you training the local high school teacher rather than
conducting a classroom program yourself, or training nurses rather
than initiating a bedside program at the hospital.

a

Develop an Action Plan

HOW DO I PLAN TO CARRY OUT THE CHOSEN STRATEGY?.

By this stage of planning the community education program, you
have already set objectives after identifying and documenting the
needs. You have also selected the'best,strategy to carry out each
objective using available resources. Now you are ready to develop
an action plan which will delineate who As going to do what, when
and with hog much time and money. You,can develop a budget for the
program by noting the-itemized and total costs of resources contained
in your.action plan. The table you develop to plot the planning
information might look something like the following:
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S T :

Dates Person Costs
Tasks End Res onsible Time Mone

Phase 1 -- Setting up
the Program

Task:
Task:
Task: IMP
Phase 2 -- Conducting

MIN

Activitiv
Task:

Task:
Task:

Phase 3 *-T Evaluating.

results
Task:

Task:

'TOTAL:

4" Design the Program Evaluation

HOW DO I EVALUATE THE PROGRAM?

Community education programs are difficult and frustrating
to evaluate, becaust it is impossible to measure all the.ways in
which the audience has responded to the message. You cannot, for
example, ,count the number of people who responded by going to some
other health provider or by improving their, individual health practices.
Nor can you know how many people passed your message on to others.
Your community program has many beneficial results, most of which
cannot be measured directly._ This does not mean you shouldn't bother
with evaluation, though. There are several indicators and also one
direct measure you can use to judge the progress and success of your
program's efforts. The evaluation plan could include any or all of
the suggested indicators which follow:
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Indicators for Pro ram Effectiveness

One commonly used indicator of a program's success is the number
of people from the target population who have been recruited as
clients, through the program's efforts:

How many people in 'the target population were contacted
through your community education activities?

1How many of these people actually became clients?
(The source of referral to the agency cited by new
clients will tell you this.)

Did the numbir of persons recruited equal the number
stated in your objective?

Another indicator is a comparison of the number and characteristics
of the community participants with those of your target population:

s Are the participants in the educational activities
those you had planned to reach? A

Has the program reached as many members of the target
groupas planned?

Has the program reached more of the target population
than had been the case before the plan was implemented?

A third indicator of program effectiveness is a comparison of
the number and type of requested community education activities with
the actual activities.

Was yOur program able to meet'all of the requests?

Did the program actually conduct as many activities
as had been stated in your objective?

The number and kind of educational and informational materials
distributed constitute yet another indicator:

Wha; was the audience's response to the materials?
was there an'tncrease in demand for them? Did you

find that the materials were discarded?



!"

Did you distribute as many materials as yo15.had planned?

Were more materials distributed than had been
before your plan was'implemented?

4

Other indicators that have been used by education programb to
evaluate effectiveness ihclude: -"

The number and kind of telephone inquiries from the public..

The number of favorable and unfavorable repdrts by the media
about the program.

,

By using any or all of these indicators lAus those you develop,
you will be in a good position to monitor the progress of the program
and assess whether it has ach-ieved all that was planned. In the end;
you will also be able to judge wyether .kthe community.edlication program
was able to meet the 'identified needs of the community

t

Indicators of Program Efficiency

You will also wantfto judge whether the program efforts were ef-
ficient. Your p ogram's efficiency can be judged by answering these
questions: How much staff time was spent in conducting your program?
How much did the other program resources cost? Compare these costs

time, money, and other resources to the actual results of,your
;gram. Were,%the results worth the cost?

Here are two interrelated examples (using recruitment figures)
of how-to (lb the arithMetic for making your comparisons.

1. Assume that 300 persons participated in your
community education program (i.e., your recruit-
ment contacts), and of these, that 20 became new
clients (persons recruited). Divide 20 into 300,
and you'll come,up.with 15. This means that out
of every 15 persons your recruitment program con-
tacted, 1 was actually recruited.

2. Assume that the community education program cost
$1,000 (total recruitment costs). Dividing 20 .
(persons recruited) into $1,000 (cost) will tell you
that it cost about $50 for each person recruited.
Going through the same process with the number of
those contacted will tell you that it cost $3.33 for
your community education program to reach each person.
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Yotkcan analyze the information in many ways, such as the
following:

Total Total
ecruitment costs recruitment costs

s ent a spent
Number

of persons
recruited

au:0.)er

of personnel
hours spent
Number

r of recruitment
hours spent

Ct.

Number
of recruitment
contacts made

Number
of personnel
hours spent
Number

dt persons
recruited

Number
of recruitment
contacts made

Number of persons
recruited

Number
of personnel
hours spent

Number
of recruitment
contacts made

As you can see, efficiency can be measured numerous ways, but
you need not use all of them. Just choose and stay with a few that
-are particularly revealing.

,Monitor Your. Program,

Make a periodic review o
contacts, requests,resentat
pants,etc. By doing so, lou
many ,persons have already bee
and al;o where to direct futu
compare the ongoing prpgram re
you will be able to develop tnd revise the pr
productive and cost'efficient results.

your records of community and school
ons, the number and type of partici
will always know approximately how
exposed to your educational program
efforts. Also, if you continually

ults to theac ual costs incurred,
ram for the most

Data ColleCtion

The type of data you collect will depend on the type of
indicators you use to monitor and evaluate program effectiveness and
efficiency. Some of the data necessary for evaluation are already
collected routinely by your agency, such as: the source of client
-referral, the number of people reached trough community education,
and the total and itemized program costs.

You may find, however, that new data,must be collected. The
best sources for collecting and recording data for evaluation are
the community educators themselves., Have them keep careful records
for reporting-their progress regularly to the program supervisor, to
other members of the staff, and to each other. The educators may
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dlCtrdreVn:Uchlaaar!I!:u: tyleof4luested:n:tu-onruni education activities,
number

randkof
participants, and the amount of time spent in each activity. The
educators should also keep a rec'rd of: the topics discussed in com

, munity sessions, the problems encountered during community ac'tivi

\

ties and their subjective impressions of the progral s success.
The following are examples of forms for recording the information:

1,1

Community Education
for Period:

Fr

TIME AND TASK REPORT

Rendered Name:

To

.Date

111111=
111111111111M

IIIIIMIMIMIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIII.

NEM
1111111111111111

1.0e1
%ours

Hours

1111111111.11:111.1111111111MINI:

Tasks Performed

,

.........__,____1



-.0MMUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAM

Date:

Place:

Time: (Fro©

Number of Attendees:

Hale:
Female

Age Range:

Discuaision Topics:

Significant Qu,ations Asked y A en e s:

Problems Encountered:

Comments:

ti

From Evaluation to New Planning

Looking at the data that are routinely collected and examined
will give you an idea of how well the community program is doing
and what else needs to be doneto make the efforts more successful.
Remember that the end is but the beginning; planning is cyclical. And

evaluation gives you the evidenc for continuing to plan.
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IV. Staff Development

The most critical ingredient of a family planning education

program is made up of the people who provide the services. More

than anyone or anything else, they can make the difference between
the program's success or failure in meeting the educational needs

of the people they serve. For this reason, staff development
should be part of your education plan and it should receive the
full support of the agency administration.

WHAT IS STUF DEVELOPMENT?

The :'ollowing is our working definition of staff development:

Staff development is . .

education-for a job, a task, or

an activity.

Staff development acquaints personnel with the program objectives,
and provides them with opportunities to develop their skills, to
update their knowledge, and to learn new techniques--all of which
lead to better service for the public.

EEDS STAFF DEVELOPMENT?

Each staff member contl'ibutes it oeme way to meeting the pro-

gram's objectives. Offering educational opportunities to all in-

terested staff members expands their professional development and,
also promotoe high korale and a sense of purpose.

Staff development programs shoulo be planned both to orient new

personnel '*.c) their job responsibilities and also to provide, continuing

education to experienced staff members. Ey making staff development

available to all personnel, you build the staff teamwork and cooperation

that is so vital for the success of the family planning program.
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r-ti Define the Problem

g

WHAT KINDS OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT ARE NEEDED?

Step 1 in planning an educational program for your staff is
to determine what skills they need to develop in order to do a
better job. The person designated to formulate the staff develop-
ment plan can also identify subject areas where education is needed.
Answers to the following questions will make these planning de"cisions
easier:

What are the agency's and program's objectives?

What staff skills are needed to reach the objectives?

What are the present skills and responsibilities of
each staff member?

If you find that the current staff skills do not meet all of the
requirements of the program objectives, then you can identify the
areas in which staff members need to be educated. There are many
ways to conduct the needs assessment for staff development; the
following sections will give you a few ideas. ,

Identify the Required Staff Skills

Your agency records will provide some clues to which staff skills
are needed, because all programs maintain up-to-date job descriptions
for each staff position. Presumably, these descriptions will include
information about the skills that each staff person should plssess.
As a double check, however, you may wish to ask each staff person to
write his or her own job description and have this information appended
to the employment records.
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In addition to the specific tasks to be done, each job description
should contain a profile that describes the knowledge, specific skills,
and the personal trait best suited for the position. The descriptions

could be reviewed yearly by the administrator and staff and updated
whenever necessary to reflect changes in duties. Keeping track this

way, you should have hn accurate record of what staff skills are neces
sary for meeting the objectives of 'our family planning program.

Assess the Actual Staff Cometencies

After you and the staff have identified what skills they should
have, the next step Is to tally up the skills already available.
There are many.techniques that are useful for reviewing your staff's

various skills... Use th ones that'wilk work best in your program,

and involve the w ole sta in 'your assessment.

A eel. a sessme
allowing the ataf
have and which they

list or uestionnaire is a way of
ndicate anonymously which skills they
Id like to develop.

A suggestion box can be used to reveal many of the hardto--
admit concerns.

Staff meetings are a way to foster open discussions about
the weaknesses and strengths of the overall staff.

Roliplaxiag Involves the staff members playing various
es oi dealing with clients, followed.by a discussion.

Whichever assessment method is chosen, make sure it Is conducted
in a nonjudgmental manner; this will-asiure,people on the staff that
figuring out which skills they have and don't have in no way threatens

their jobs. You will then stand a better chance of identifying how

to develop the necessary staff skills.

The following checklist is an example of a nonthreatening technique
that could be used by the staff to assess their own skills.
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Directions: Rat

areas us
number on the

SELF-ASSESSMENT .CHECK LIST

your present level of skill in the following
ing the scale below, and place the appropriate

line at left.
4.

0. 1 2 3
not little some well -

applicable knowledge knowledge informed

Medical

female reproductive anatomy
male reproductive anatomy
Coneraceptics - use, effectiveness, contra-

indicatiOns, side effects,
reseamh-

pill
IUD %.

diaphragm

spermicidal agents (e.g., foam, suppositories, etc.)
condom
natural family planning/fertility awareness
sterilization
sexually - transmitted` diseases

physical examination

understanding of medical procedures in my apIncy

Attitudes/Communication

feel comfortable with my sexuality
feel comfortably discussing sexuality
Arf:ept various sexual life styles
establish rapport with clients
listen actively
focus-in on client's immediate concerns
,recognize client's unspoken fears
relate to client_'s partners

recognize need for referral

complete interview in allotted time
understand adolescent developtient
feel comfortable talking to' teens

feel comfortable hearing street language
relate to client's family
communicate with agency co-workers

This checklist vas develAped by Joan S. Beneath, Training Associate, Family Planning
Training Institute, Saltimoredid. Used vith the author's permission.



Set the Objective

HOW DO I SET THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE?

Whether yoh are developing a yearly plan or an individual
session plan, the rules for setting the objective remain the, same.
When writing your objective, make sure that it contains answers to

the following questions:

When will the staff development session'occur?

et Whefe will the session be conducted?

What kind of staff development will be offered?

Who will conduct the'session7.

Who will attendothe session?

How will you measure the effectiveness of the
session?

For example, here is a wellwritten, measurable objective;

"At the conclusion of the staff development session
conducted by Dr. (name) on (date), staff members will
demonstrate their understanding of all the contraceptive
methods, offered by Odr agency by being able to list at

least four basic facts about each method."

Now practice writing your own.

When:

- Where:
What:
Who:

How much:

411011111r
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Wed a Strategy

WHAT KrNDS 0 STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS ARE THERE?

Programs take many shapes--there is no single format to befollowed; be sure to plan a variety tailored to the staff needsyou have identified.

In-House Staff Development

In-house staff development is for both paid and unpaid personneland takes place within the agency. It can be informal or quite struc-tured. The form and content of an in-house program varies accordingto the needs of the staff. It can provide personnel with on- the;-jobinstruction in various skills, such as decision making or the dynamicsof group leadership. It may offer them continuing education, such asan update on information about spermicides or A leCture on Prow towrite a proposal. An in-house program can.also offeY job orientation-for novstaff, or agency orientation for incoming members of theadvisory board- To help you decide what type of program to plan,hero are some approaches that-renuire few resources and that do notinterfere with agency activities:

e 'The bEssinIILELJ.ALpAJIEICIyand
wine and cheese after

work are two approaches-where you use short periods.of time
to have staff Members share their expertise. For example,
your nurse practitioner could make a brief presentation onthe considerations .of, Sisk .for clients taking the oral con-'
traceptive. Or you might conduct a staff debate in which
feelings are allowed to surface--a good technique to discuss
such troublesome LEISURE; as teenage sexuality and.unplfntiedpregnancy. (Generally speaking, blouse staff' developmentfocuses on increasing knowledge rather than changing attitudes,but it is helpful to "air" feelings). You could also select atopic ;pr which each staff member might bring in a pertinent
neWsp4per or journal article to share.

Staff meeting time can be used in part to cover topics youhave set as objectives for your staff programs (When all
personn(t are present; a meeting is also-a good time toreview films and Materials being considered for purchase.)
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The peer approach is where one co-worker observes another;
the "observer" can learn new things to try by using the co-'

worker as a model: This approach can also be used between

your agency and another which has sitilar programs.

o Workshops can be initiated by establishing a theme and
having everybody participate,in a half-day'or full day

of discussing a particular topic thoroughly. You,can

invite experts to present information, ideas, and tech-

nicpes to the staff. This approach, otcr?e than others,

may require a greater comtitment of resources, including

`cost:4 for stiff ctime and for the experts' lees if they

do not donate their time.

Staff Development o rams Outside the. Agency

You should also identify programs in your community and. region
that would help members of your staff improve their expertise. The

knowledge they acquire can be extended to the retaining staff through

a speElal staff meeting, or through circulation of the prograth materials.
Community and regional training programs are usually structured learning

situations where some o the following approaches are used:

Community Workshops are similar to in-house workshops,
although ,trite participants come from different agencies.
A workshop usually covers one topic of interest. You

can have two Staff' embers split one day, with one

attending in the morting apd the other in the afternoon.

Conferences usually last more than one day, and often

cover more than one topic. A valuable outcome of Con-

ferendes is that a wide range of professionals get to
share ideas and educational approaches.

* LqRsioqJI21IIters offer staff development courses

on differenUtopics throughout the year. Staff members of

family planning projects are eligible to enroll in these

courses. Information on obtaining these services is available

. from the Regional Offices.

Ore-Shot Educational Events are short presentations of
information on topics of interest to your agencystaff;
they are usually held by groups outside of your program.
For example, one member of your staff might spend a
couple of hours in the evening attending a special dem-
onstration of the techniques of breast self-examination
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at a.local hospital. Another might visit a pharm ceutical
company to learn more about their latest researc on
spermicideb. Or a local drugstore might spans° a new
community education campaign on VD prevention and in-
vite your staff to attend,the instructional session for
employees.

As you can see, many different forms 'of staff development
programs can be planned. Whatever possibilities you select,
the plan should include some incentives for participation, such as:
certification of attendance, notation in the personnel record, or
an offer of credits for continuing education (CEU's). Incentives
provide participants with documented evidence of their professional
development, which may help them advance in their careers.

Identify Resources

WHAT RESOURCES ARE NEEDED FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT?

Time and costs fOr staff development should be allocated in the
budget and supported by the administration. Visions of multi-dollar
signs need not dance through your head if you plan a realistic number
of educational opportunities per year.

For example, an appropriate objective might include schedulingohe hour a month for in-house sfaff Sessions and allocating time and
costs for staff members to attend either an all-day conference, or
two half-day workshops.

'ate in-house staff development budget could cover such items asthe costs for the instructors, materials and equipment. It could
also include an allocation of staff members' time for planning and
preparation of the sessions.,, The budget may also include the costsand travel allowances for staff to use non-Title X-funded education
programs, provided that there is documented justification.
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WHO PROVIDES THE INSTRUCTION?

Use the talent of your own staff as instructors whenever possible;
however, do not be afraid to bring in outside help. You can look for

assistance in developing the staff program from the DHHS Regional
Training Centers, education specialists in other family planning
services, the National Clearinghouse, other health societies (for

example, the American Cancer Society) and professional societies
that deal 'with skills development of health personnel.
Organizations such 3g these are often willing to ahare information

and staff.

Your community'is also a good source of instructors. For example,

the public school system nay have teachers whware willing to offer
technical assistance to your staff for developing counseling or

teaching ekills.

47. Develop an Action Plan

OW DO Z DEVELOP AN ACTION PLAN FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT?

At this point in planning, you must summarize all the previous
planning steps into an action plan. By doing so, you will be able

to record what activities will take place and when, who will be
responsible, and what kind and how many resources are required.

A chart of the action plan can be used to list what must be done
to set up the staff program. Have columns designating times, names
of people responsible,and,costs. You can include on the chart items

such as: reserving a room, recruiting resource people, notifying
participants of the time and place,arranging for refreshments,
getting handouts ready, obtaining a blackboard, and so on. This

type-of chart can be used to monitor progress, and it will contain
the coat information necessary for your budget.

An action plan table can be developed for each session, but y u
should also develop an annual table. The following example shows

one way you could summarize the annual activities:
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ANNUAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Session
to ics

Months Costs
F M M J S A S 0 N D Time $

Total

Design the Program Evaluation

S.

WHY EVALUATE?

Your agency director and funding sources will want to know whether
the objectives of the staff development program have been reached
success -fully (effectiveness), and whether the results were worth the
costs (efficiency). '-aluation will provide the answers.

The importance of evaluation goes far beyond meeting the report-
ing requirements: it actually helps both the participants and the
instructor. Participants benefit from their evaluation of their
program because it provides them with a voice in planning future
sessions, and also with the opportunity to review and summarize what
they have learned. In turn, the participants' evaluation helps the
instructor. After devoting time and energy to planning and presentation,
the instructor needs feedback from the participants. Their criticisms,
suggestions and praise can help the instructor and others plan and
conduct better sessions in the future.
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HOW DO I EVALUATE STAFF DEVELOPMENT?

In staff development programs, the participants are aiming for an
increase of their knowledge and skills, and possibly a change or at
least-an increased awareness of their own attitudes and behavior. The

results: of the program should be measurable eat). directly or through
indicators.

Look at Session Outcomes

When conducting the evaluation, first focus on the expected out-
comes of the activities. Do the staff members know all the symptoms

of VD? Do they know how to ask an open-ended - question? Can they use

various educational materials to reinforce the information presented to

clients? The specifit responses to these questions can help you eval

the program.
1

The best judges of a staff development session are t participants

themselves. You can give each participating employees chance to
comment on the good and bad points of the sessions noting especially
whether it communicated the necessary facts. ."hie staff inight also 4

agree to, be tested on their acquired knowledge and Skillssimmediately
after the session, and then again in six months, to see whether they
still remember the information. In addition to the staff, the instruc-
tor, an independent.observer, or asupervisor may evaldate the staff
education sessions.

Look at Job Performance

Ultimately, the true measure of program effectiveness and efficiency
is the actual performance of the staff. Has your program helped the

staff develop and/or improve their skills? As a result, do they offer

better services to your clients and community?

In order to evaluate job performance, you can use much of the
informaition gathered in Step IAA planning when you determined what
kinds di staff instruction were required. For example, each person on
your staff has already/identified what skills his *r her job position
requires. Using this profile as a standard for comparison, have the
required-skills been, strengthen A through staff development? You

have also documented the staff's actual competencies. After 1&
struction, were their areas of competency improved?
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Another evalu9tion method, which is used 1-y Regional Tr isring
Centers, to to have each participant write a cottraet which 'defJcr fbes-
the job-related skills she/he plane to use within aix montiza. :Each
participant to contac.ed later and aeked whether her objecri4v4
have been reached.

Methods to Ube

You'ean measure these pre- and post-training difference(
veins any of the approaches described earlier for assessing the
staff needs for training, namely: staff mestinge with owl, nor
threatening discussion; an anonymous checklIst or questionnaire for
staff members; and a permanent Vonestiort box for staff, members t6
define which of their skills still need -0 be develope, You can
also have clients rate the effectivaness of the staff's performance
through interviews, questionnaires, or d suggestion box.

Regardless of which method you use for evaluation, you wilt
discover new ideas, new problems, and new staff needs Thus, your
evaluation will lead to new plannink--and the cycle wixl continue.

NOTES



Educational Materials
Materials are the tools of education. Although brochures, films,

posters an4 all other educational materials can never be a substitute

for educatorti, they do offer many advantages which can supplement and

enrich your program. If uses effectively, they can help to attract

and hold the learner's attention and emphasize key points to remember.

i Materials can also be used by the educator to convey information that
`ivdifficult to verbalize; for example, pictures or a film about the

pelvic exam might be worth a thousand words.

People differ from one another in how they.take in new information
best, and materials can impart information to suit individual learning

styles. For example, one person might respond well to hearing a 10
minute audio cassette lecture supplemented by a questionand=-answer

session with an educator, while another person might learn more from

seeing a'slide show and then reading a pamphlet. Sincetyour clients,

staff, and community members probably have every kind of learning style

there is, you should have a range of materials available for their

une. Good planning will assure that your program's materials will

meet the needs of those it serves.

Define the Problem

HOW CAN I IDENTIFY WHAT KINDS OF MATERIALS ARE NEEDED?

As with all planning, you must first determine if the existing
materials are meeting the program needs. If yot find that they are

not then you've identified a problem; a plan t' change the situauion

may be justified. Answering the following ciLestions will help yo

e.etermine whether there is a need to design a plan for selecting

and developing materials:

Can the program objectives be reached through the use
of existing educational materials?

If not, then what materials are needed?
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Here are some suggestions on how you can go about finding the answers.

Look at the Program Objectives

Your program objectives will tell you a great deal about what
educational materials are required. Knowing what the program is
expected to accomplish, you can determine which materials .can help.
First examine the objectives of your agency, staff development.
your client and community education programs. What are they? What
materials are necessary to ensure that the anticipated results are
reached? For example, the need for materials suitable for parent
education may be indicated, if an objective is to establish a community
program for parents to help them educate their own children about
sexuality.

Assess the Materials Available

After you have defined what materials are needed to help ac'ieve
the prograM objectives, you must then determine whether they are
available. You can do this by reviewing the stock on hand. There
are certain things you should look for in the educational materials.
you plan to adopt. They should:

Be relevant to your target population: The materials
should suit both the clients you have and the clients
you want. For example, if the agency is attended mostly
by adults and you want more teens to come, note whether
the tone and content are appropriate. Teens may have
less concern with using family planning to space their
pregnancies and more concern with finding a relatively
portable method of birth eontrol.p.and a brochure that
tries too hard to speak in the current teen lingo might
be laughable to college-age clients (not to mention how
funny it will seem to everyone in a ,ear or 'sot)

Reflect up-to-date information: Timeliness is aconsider-
ation when it comes to content as well as style. Materials

-'should'reflect the changes in family planning information-
from new studies. The National Clearinghouse for Family
Planning Information is an excellent source 6f up-to-date
information. Remember, these materials are in the public
domain and can be duplicated by your agency without per-
mission;
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curate and consistent: Of-course, all the materials

your agency uses should be accurate and consistent with
each other. Clients who read in a drug company's leaflet

that: "foam is a highly effective method" and then are told'
by the educator that 'foam should be used with other more
effective methods" are going to be confused, perhaps to the
point where they wonder whether anyone really knows the
facts.

Be visually pleesing: The teaching materials should be

eye-catching. An attractive logo, a thought provoking
brochure cover, or a poster that auks an open -ended
question will attract the interest of your clients. Be

aware of the colors used, too. Sometimes a poster isn't
read because the printing is too small and the color is
hard on the eyes.

!e_easialeijmuml: The educational materials your
agency offers to clients must be readable and besically
non-technical in nature: Correct terms foi body parts 7
should always befused. CI)eck all publications and posters

.befOre presenting them to :clients. Watch for difficult

werde and elcientific terms. Have ahmeone in your agency
learn how co ao a "readability test' and check All printed
materialivoffered to the public.

Refloctiour 1 cultural values and lan.ua es: Know

your target pop on and the language they speak. If

your clinic serves a predominately Spanish population, be
certain you offer your educational materials in Spanish as
well as in English. Alio, be aware of the cultural values
of your clients sad neighborheod. The materials should not
go against the values of the clients you serve. Before

presenting materials for public use, scrutinize them to
make sure they' contain no sense l eracial, religibute or
other biaees. .

honest: materials offered for client education and
ormation mustnot offer false reassurances about any

aspect of contraception, medical side effects, or other
health issues. Be certain that the itheoretical effec-
0,veness of a method is coupled with OR actual use
effectiveness, and that the differences between the tea
are made cjear. Make sure you have materials on all con-
traceptive. 'methods (including natural family,planning)
that a.re completely objective in how the farts are pr2-
sented
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Be used both inside and outside the agency: It stands
to reason that your educational 'materials should also
be usable outside of the agency setting. Be sure they
are compatible with community values. Look over
your posters and publlcations to see if they have mul
tiple uses; you may decide not to develop or reorder
materials that can be used only inhouse.

Form an advisory committee to help review ai.d comment on all the
aaterials at least once . year, using the items listed above as criteria.
The advisors should include staff members, clients and representatives
from the community. You could also use health educators from other

munity agencies to help in the review. If you decide that additional
tec nicat assistance is required, check with your Regional Office to
see f a consultant is available.

When reviewing the educational materials, look for gaps; the ones
you use may not cover all of the information' your 4taff, clients and
other advisors consider relevant. For example, do your materials for
teens include information on abstinence as a pregnancy prevention
method?

Going through this review process will help yod identify what
kinds of materials are unsuitable. Note which ones need to be replaced,
and whtsh meed to be replenished. Then you can take the next planning
steps- to acquire or develop the educational materials that are needed
by your agency.

Set the Objective

WRY SFT AN OBJECTIVE FOR MATERIALS?

By setting the objective, you translate the need for,materials
Into a positive statement which specifies what kinds and how many will
be used for program activities, where and when they will bb used, why
and for whom; When you set an objective to obtain educational materials,
make sure that they reinforce your agency's potential for success.
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..EN Select a Strategy

HOW CAN I DEVELOP AND LSE MATERIALS?

The dame criteria you used to review existing materiala apply to
devAloping your own as well. You may prepare something-as simple as a
mimeographed instruction sheet, or as highly sophistiCated as a slide/
tape presentation. The talent available on the agency staff, your
judgment of the cost-effectiveness, aitd your clients' specific needs
are guides to how much should be developed in-hovse. This section
makes some suggestions for using educational materials, including some
"home-grown" ideas.'

Printed Materials

s Prepare a pamphlet that S,ntroducea the client to your
agency procedures such as pelvic exams, Pap smears, and
pregnancytests.

Print "agency calling cards" and be sure to include he
agency's nad address, phone number, and hours.

e Obtain permission to reprint a section of a publication
that yo.1 consider valuable.

Re-use the good pieces of old printed materials.
, 1

Display materials in an orderly but accessible way,
making sure your clients know which ones they can take.

Prepare pamphlets or mimeographed sheets including
written instruction; about each method choice and
an emergency number for clients.

In the waiting 'room, keep interesting magazines and A74.cles
that highlight topical.subjects.
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Develop or order materials for your clients who require
special attention, such da vitually-impaired people.*

ual Materials and Models

Design flip charts that tell the story 4 the statistics
you want to emphasize; they will make the numbers come
alive for your audiente.

Have-a staff member design a "permanent" flip chart that
tells the story of your agency's services. This would be
a great aid to take to community functions like the Lions'
Club.

Make your own posters by projecting slides on paper and
then tracing and coloring in the lines.

Organize a poster contest in your agency. Have:art
supplies available for clients and their guests to wof.:
with if there is a long waiting time in your agency.

Put up attractive, uncluttered bulletin boards in stilt-
able locations mith rely information.'

Construct display bokes with compartments to show all of
thd'contraceptive methods. Keep the.boxes in the examin-
ing rooms and in the waiting area.

Construct and hang a decorative mobile on a single theme,
1 such as the symptoms of pregnancy.

AU -Visual Materials

ntroduce our films, by describing briefly what each'is

about, sndtmaking suggestions as to what the clients
should .look for when? they watch the film.

,i

brary of Cosgrvse has an information and-referral service on volun-
groups acroas.the country who can'transcribe your materials into

ial media such an Braille, audit cassettes, or extra-large type.
Jr! e the National L:brary Service for the Blind and Phypcally Handi-
capped, Library. of Congresa, First St., S.E., Washington: D.C.

, 20542.

<4,
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Include time for discussion when you plan to show a film.

Be familiar with the operation of all your equipment, maintain
it in running order, and don't leave damaged equipment around.

Combine your presentation of materials. Hand out pamphlets
after a film, or place a poster highlighting the main ideas
of a brochure next to the stack of brochures.

Prepare a "media exhibit" for school fairs or, church bazaars.

Use your staff members' tIlents in photography to develop a
slide show for agency use and for the educators when
they make a public appearance.

You may come to the conclusion that all the materials you need
cannot be developed in-house and that some will have to be purchased.
The following list contains suggestions'on what to do before buying
new materials:

Printed Materials and Visuals

Before placing large orders for printed materials, write for
i:mples and look them over carefully; the selection crfteria
we listed earlier may be helpful in your review.

Assign one staff person to the task of finding publication
lists and,writing for samples. This person might either
review the materials his/herself or ask fellow agency workers
and clients:to look over the samples.

In selecting flip charts and posters, double-check them for'
durability.

Audio-visuals

Check to see if the supplier offers a free preview of each
film; lfnot, then rent before buying. It is a good idea
to get the opinions of clients and staff over a short
period of time in addition to the initial staff review of
a film.

DJ
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-

Many audio-visuals are available in a variety of models.
Check the equipment you have to see whether the materials
you choose are adaptable.

Consider Aplicing.to update a
most of the original version

4

Iden fy Resonrees

la's stylejr contept if
acceptable.

HOW CAN I OBTAIN THE NECESSARY RESOURCES?

You"should have t good idea of what existing resources can be used
to develop or btiy nev educational materials. For example, to there
money in your budget io.purchase materials? If so, is it enough to meet
the needs .you have identified? Will the cost be a one -time expense such
as buying a projector, or is it a :ontinuing expense such as printing
pamphlets? Will there. be costs for hainteeance or repair?

If you find that your current budget does rot have sufficient
funds for the purchase of materials, do,you have talented staff members
who are willing to help you develop materialr7 Haw much staff time
will be require'? Will their time be recompensed?

There are ways to stretch the available resources and to devise
new ones for material development. Perhaps the following suggestions
will give you some ideas.

1

he bulletins sent tb your agency by the National Clearing
for Family Planning Information often contain a one-

page handout. All you 'need to do' ii add the ageriey,address
and Phone number and then duplicate copies as ndede4. The
Clearinghouse may also provide pamphlets ane posterd at no
cost to programs ,pith limited education budgets.

e The Office for Fasily Planning and groups such as Planned

Parenthood FederF.tion-of AmeriCa anfl_fhe American Cancer Society
produce packetEk of camera-ready public service advertise-TAts
that az:,. free _limn request. You could use-these ads to lus
your own'agency materials.



Local health organizations such as the heart and lung associ
ations have free educational materials that you can adapt for
your program.

O Continuing eddcation courses in your Region often teach skills
for producing materials. Local colleges might also have courses
in print,or audiovisual production that someone on the'staff
could-take.

O Look to your volunteers--there n.ay be a wealth of writing
and artistic talent waiting to be tapped.

O Sponsor_ILand supervise, an art or journalism summer intern to
produce materials for your program.

Convince the art instructors in local schools,to start a
student project based on a family planning theme., Then
decorate your agency walls with the resulting artwork.

The agency director may be willing to help you get resources, if .

you have an education plan that includes clearly stated objectives and
an itemAzed list of required materials with their costs. The next
step will help you develop such a plan.

evelop an Action Plan
4

,110 ACTION MAN SUMMARY HELP?

Any action plan that you devise for the education program should
contain inNrmation about materials, including such things as: what
as erials well be acquired or developed;, who will be responsible;

wileiNhe materials will be available; and what the associated costs will

You may also find it,useful to summarize in another table all of
the information on materials from your agency, community, apd-staff,
devfiopment plans. This summary table can be used for close monitoring
of the activities and costs associated with material development and
use: There axe a variety of possibilities for the format of an action
plan summary; the following example is one you might find useful:



As

Material Type When xw Costs

(Requested by
what depart-
ment?)

(Related to
what program
objective?)

Specific

time limits
Person

responsible Time

11111

1111111

, Total: ra

/ Design the Program Evaluation

HOW DO I EVALUATE THE' EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS?

As with all aspects of your program, the materials should he
evaluated: Do they e tend the educational messages you wan( to convey?
Are they carrying thed messages beyond the agency wall's? (Again,
materials going into t e community must be consistent with community
standard's.) Are you:sattafied with the materials you have selected?
As we suggested earlier, all materials that you use should be re4iewed
and evaluated by both clients and staff; be sure to,document their

lcomments. , .

Review the Situation

Your evaluation shatad take the situation into account by con-
sidering the following: W the audience the right size for the
presentation? Was there en gh time for the clients to see the whole
film? Do your pamphlets a d brochures end up in the "circular Mo-
on their way out of the agency? Do your srEff members feel comfortable
with their part in the pre entation, and are their reviews favorable?

a
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Is time needed for staff development anti can you provide it? what
about apace --ia there a corner for a bulletin board, a display table
or rack, and privacy for showing a film without interruption? The
answers to questions like these aid in ycur decisions regarding the
appropriateness of the materials.

Look for Effectiveness

'Part of jUdging educational materials is assessing their effec-
tiveness. Your observations, questions after a film) and exit- inter-
view are all sound techniques. Look for answers to questions such
as- the following: Did the materials-hold the attention of the audience?
bid they impart all of the facts clearly? Did the materials deliver a
measage that is offenqive or distasteful by local standards? Did they
cbntatn anything.that'people perceive as being false? Did members of
the target audience find the message meaningful to their osht lives?

Your educational materials are more likely to;be effective if
they are at,tractive, acceptable, and comprehensible to,the audience.
We hope that this guidebook.will help you design a plan to use msterials
such as the for the benef4-of your program's educational objectives.
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iv 8, Planning Checklist

There is no end- to planing. The questions "How are we doing?" and
"Where are we going?" never stop._ The answers to these questions will
guide your program design, hit planing is worthwhile only if it is
translated into action. So if you-,want your, plan to be carried out
review it to be sure yoq've included the following Crucial elements: If
you find that all the bases are covered, then the program you've planned
has a good chance of succeeding.

nem'
Considerations

DID YOU:

Involve key people?

Deteirmine how to go about getting
yoUr plan accepted?

/DID YOU:

0 Resec:-rch t e-problem?

0 Identify pro rem needs?

0 Write a clear voblemistat(ement?

DID YOU:

0 Write a positive, well-defined objective?

0 Define the objtive as aWituation
' you expect to happen?

Describe results that are realistic
and can be meaoured?
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DID*YOU:c,

0 Think of many alternatives?

0 Analyze the feasibilityof each
strategy?

0 -Include at4f in choosing a strategy?

DI4 YOU:

Define exadtly whatis needed?.

Assess available resources.

Develop additional-resources?

I

DID YOU: i

4:1 Identify the-tasks involved-in carrying
-out the-4trategy?

_

0 Make a:tiible that indicates deadlines,
responsibilities -and costs?

- Design- the-
Evaluation'

0 Prepare fa' budget?

DID YOU: ,N

Define (the me sures and/or iAdicaforsT

0. Collect 4propriate data?

Develop-a monitoring system?

Decide pn a way tntinge the program's
succesq?

AN A+ EDUCATION PLAN,
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